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ANALYSES ON STRATEGIC CONSUMERS’ FORWARD LOOKING BEHAVIOR

Ilhan Emre Ertan, PhD
The University of Texas at Dallas, 2017

Supervising Professor: Kathryn E. Stecke, Chair

This dissertation includes three essays. The first two essays focus on analyzing consumers’

strategic waiting behavior, and the third essay addresses the differences in consumers’ risk

preferences while making decisions for different temporal spots.

Due to the long history of markdown applications, in time consumers have built rational

expectations from the seller to provide markdown discounts throughout a selling horizon.

We investigate the assumption that as rational utility maximizers, consumers act according

to maximizing their utility over time. In the first essay, we intend to identify the underlying

determinants of consumers’ sequential decision making processes under uncertain product

availability. We structure a benchmark optimal purchase timing policy in a market environ-

ment, in which a single strategic customer could only follow the markdown pricing scheme,

the available inventory level and the remaining time to the end of the selling horizon to

maximize his expected surplus from the purchase.

In the second essay, we present a set of controlled human subject experiments that investigate

how people make purchase timing decisions under product purchase uncertainty. The impact

of experiencing Stock Out, when the consumer waits too long and the product is sold out

at the retailer and the impact of experiencing Over Pay, when the consumer decides to buy

early and finds the product available at a deeper discount later, are analyzed with a unique

sequential decision making task through our experimental studies. We identified that human
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subjects are on average more risk seeking than the analytical model predicts. In the end,

we propose a behavioral choice model which incorporates human subjects’ attitudes towards

feelings of regret rooted from Stock Out and Over Pay.

After observing the impact of risk preferences on consumers’ purchase timing decisions. In

the third essay, we look into the human subjects’ attitudes towards making decisions with

uncertain outcomes at different time points. We found that consumers show less risk averse

risk preference while making decisions for uncertain hedonic products compared to the risk

preferences while making decisions for utilitarian products, which is a big contrast to the

experimental economics literature. Using subjects’ product consumption size as a co-variate

sheds light onto our analysis, indicating the importance of motivational control in eliciting

risk preferences when using primary rewards as the incentive mechanism for risk preference

elicitation experiments.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

With the era of the internet, access to information has become easier and has become part of

our daily life. Dynamic pricing applications, and specifically the dominant use of markdown

practices in retailing industry, along with the abundant information, enables customers to

learn about dynamic pricing policies and make purchase decisions to maximize their sur-

plus. The most observable behavior from customers, is the forward looking behavior. In

other words, consumers time their purchases strategically to benefit themselves with higher

surpluses. We address the strategic waiting behavior from the consumers’ point of view to

understand the decision making process. In Chapter 2, we started with a normative dis-

counted expected utility theory, to model a focal consumer’s strategic waiting behavior and

identify an optimal policy, by using which the focal consumer can maximize her surplus.

Next, the normative theory is put to test through behavioral experiments to study the

decision making processes of consumers. In Chapter 3, we looked into stylized multi-period

sequential decisions through controlled human subject experiments. The deviations from the

normative theory is verified, and the identified behavioral regularities explained using the

experimental data. Utilizing the data analysis, we build a behavioral model adjusting the

normative optimal policy with the identified behavioral regularities, including random noise

in decision making processes, perception of risk, and impact of feelings onto the underlying

decision process.

In Chapter 4, the impact of time over the purchase timing decision is analyzed with

stylized experimental setup. Since the consumers make purchase timing decisions over a

range of time, we design an experimental study to study the impact of time on to the risky

decision making process. The impact of time and impact of feelings onto the decision making

process is analyzed. With this stylized design, the decision making process is studies over

time domain.
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Now, we describe the research problems studied in each chapter briefly, and highlight

this dissertation’s contributions with respect to the related literature.

1.1 Analysis of Consumers’ Purchase Timing Decision

1.1.1 Overview

The frequent practice of markdown pricing leads some customers to take advantage of lower

prices. Compared to previous decades, more customers are willing to wait for discounted

prices rather than purchase earlier at premium prices (Flickes 2001). Such forward-looking

behavior requires consumers to face a trade-off. On the one hand, customers might increase

their utility by waiting for high prices to decrease. By waiting, a consumer can enjoy a higher

surplus, which is the difference between the market price and consumer’s valuation for the

product. On the other hand, while waiting, the desired product may stock out and then the

customer will lose the chance to gain utility from forgone consumption. Balancing the gains

and losses from waiting, a consumer has to decide when to stop waiting and purchase the

product in the selling season. In order to capture this trade-off, in this paper the consumer

sequential decision-making process is analyzed under uncertain product availability in a

multi-period setting.

According to the National Retail Federation, department store sales of markdown goods

increased within three decades from 6% in 1967 to 20% in 1997 (Chevalier and Goolsbee

2009). By 1998, more than 72% of all fashion items were sold at a discount compared to the

less than 20% observed in 1950 (Phillips 2005).Having the pricing and inventory information

available on the internet helps consumers to learn changing prices and product availabil-

ity over time without baring the costs associated with commuting to the physical stores

and allows consumers to time their purchases. Recent years, the department store revenues

continue falling from 37% at 1999 to 19% in 2013 (Hortacsu et al. 2015), considering the con-

sumer price index (CPI) between 1999 and 2013 period increased on average 66% (CPI 2016).
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Exposed to customers’ strategic waiting behavior, retailers try to keep less stocks to avoid

providing markdown sales below their procurement costs. Stocking low inventories together

with the high uncertainty of consumer taste in the fashion industry may lead to additional

inefficiencies in the market; For example, a retailer may hold a small size of inventory, stock

out prematurely in the selling season, and end up losing potential sales. Diminishing profits

from consumer strategic waiting have attracted attention from both industry practitioners

and academics. Since increasing numbers of consumers wait for discounts rather than pur-

chase at regular premium prices, some retailers (i.e., JC Penney) even tried to abandon

markdown sales altogether to avoid consumer strategic waiting (Halkias 2012).

Academic researchers have studied various methods to mitigate customer strategic wait-

ing behavior (Aviv et al. 2009). Strategic customer literature stems from Coase’s conjecture

(Coase 1972), which notes that consumers become intertemporal utility maximizers rather

than instantaneous utility maximizers when they are able to anticipate markdowns over a

selling season. The majority of this literature uses discounted expected utility (DEU) theory

in a stylized two-period setting, which enables the analysis of market outcomes (i.e., sales,

supply, demand). However, dependency of a consumer’s purchasing decision on all expected

future outcomes rather than on a single future period’s outcome calls for a multi-period set-

ting analysis. Analyzing a single consumer’s purchase timing decision under a multi-period

setting allows us to study demand dynamics in a disaggregated form.

Understanding demand characteristics is the key to provide accurate methods to mitigate

strategic consumer waiting behavior. For this reason, analyzing a single consumer’s sequen-

tial risky decision-making process is our starting point. Focusing on a strategic customer’s

decision-making process allows the dynamics of sequential risky decisions over time to be

studied. To capture these dynamics, our scenario is as follows. A strategic consumer wants

to purchase a product, which is carried by a retailer with limited inventory over n periods

in a selling horizon. The customer knows the current prices and future markdowns, which
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are announced by the seller at the beginning of the selling season. Each period, a random

number of other customers visit the retailer to purchase the product as well. After each

period in which our focal customer decided to wait, the customer observes the remaining

inventory and makes a new decision to wait or purchase. After each period, stock-out risk

increases with decreasing inventory level. This setting enables us to structure an analytic

model model using DEU theory. In this way a more general aggregate demand model can

be structured to incorporate intertemporal dynamics.

The above scenario contains a key feature. At the beginning of the selling season, the

pricing scheme for the entire selling season is announced by the retailer. Since the prices are

known at the beginning of the selling season, consumers know their surplus levels. Many

retailers (i.e., Land’s End, JC Penney) provide their pricing scheme at the beginning of a

selling season (Aviv and Pazgal 2008). One may think that if consumers do not know future

prices, the model setting could be more general. If consumers do not know their exact future

pay-offs, their decision process can be based on their future expectations of the market price

as well as their risk preferences. Since consumers may have different expectations for future

prices and different risk preferences, each consumer’s purchase timing decision is affected by

both price expectations and risk preferences differently. In order to avoid the confounding

effects of expectations of future surpluses on risk preferences, our scenario addresses this

situation by letting the retailer announce the pricing scheme at the beginning of the selling

season.

This key feature enables us to identify an optimal threshold-type policy for customers to

choose their purchase time in the selling season. For each period under a certain threshold

inventory level, a customer should stop waiting and purchase the product. This threshold is

affected by the customer’s product valuation and discounting factor, the consumer’s valuation

discount for the forgone consumption per each waited period. The inventory threshold

increases with both the increasing valuation and the discounting factor in our extensive

numerical analysis.
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A focal consumer’s decision making process can tell us whether a consumer will purchase

this period or continue waiting given the current inventory level. By using this decision

making process from Ertan et al. (2017), any consumers purchasing decision or waiting

decision can be identified for a given current inventory level.

1.1.2 Related Literature

The literature review for strategic consumer behavior is provided from two different view-

points. First, the economics literature regarding the strategic consumer behavior is reviewed.

Second, potential approaches from the operations management literature aimed at mitigating

the detrimental effect of consumer strategic waiting behavior are discussed.

The strategic consumer literature begins with Coase’s Conjecture (Coase 1972). Based

on the first-degree price discrimination (price skimming, Piguo 1920), Coase introduced his

doubts about the ability of a monopolist to extract the entire consumer surplus by changing

the price of a durable good over a selling horizon. He indicated that ideally, the seller would

price the product inter-temporally, which results in perfect segmentation, where declining

prices over time can span the entire consumer valuation distribution to collect all consumer

surplus. Coase conjectured that if high-valuation customers expect prices to decline over

time, they may wait for price reductions rather than buy at high prices. This conjecture

is proven to be accurate under any general consumer valuation distribution, where both

seller and buyers follow decision rules to maximize profit and their utility, respectively. Gul

et al.(1986) showed that when a seller’s flexibility of price change frequency increases in a

selling horizon, the optimal price that the seller can charge decreases to the production cost

when the seller employs dynamic pricing.

Stokey (1979,1980) analyzed Coase’s conjecture by modeling it as an optimal price con-

trol problem in a continuous time finite selling horizon with an unlimited inventory. She

studied the effect of heterogeneous consumer valuation on the purchase timing decision in
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the presence of declining prices. Stokey noted that high valuation customers would delay

their purchase time to future periods instead of purchasing immediately even when their

willingness to pay for the product was higher than the current price when they knew that

prices kept dropping. Besanko and Winston (1990) introduced a game-theoretic model for a

seller facing strategic consumers with heterogeneous valuations similar to Stokey’s setting.

They derived the sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium for the game between seller and con-

sumers using a dynamic programming formulation. In equilibrium, they show that prices

decline over time in a similar fashion to price skimming. By enforcing price change timings

as predefined discrete time instances, they showed that a consumer valuation distribution

can be used as a way to measure to what extent a seller can be affected by following a

markdown pricing scheme.

Scholars provided several mechanisms focused on mitigating the strategic waiting behav-

ior by changing market settings to make consumers focus on expected surplus rather than

solely on surplus as the difference between price and consumers’ valuation of product by

introducing supply limitations in terms of inventory and capacity. Supply constraints induce

strategic consumers to consider not only possible future discounts, but also product avail-

ability. Instead of dividing the market into two groups of customers as strategic customers

and myopic customers, Su (2007) analyzed the customer base by dividing the market into

four categories based on customer valuation and customer patience. Su noted that, depend-

ing on the density of each group, the seller’s pricing scheme should change. For example,

if the market is dominated by high-valuation-impatient customers or low-valuation-patient

customers then a seller should adopt a decreasing pricing scheme. On the other hand, if

the market is dominated with low-valuation-impatient customers or high-valuation-patient

customers, then there should be an increasing pricing scheme. These two insights shed light

on the apparel industry and airline industry pricing applications, respectively. Su showed

the dominant features of the market when certain types of customers are dominant in the
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market. His analysis provides managerial insights within a stylized four-point distribution

setting. Providing an analysis on the continuum of both valuation and patience levels is an

open research question.

Aviv and Pazgal (2008) compared contingent pricing to fixed discount pricing using a

Poisson process to capture consumer arrivals to the market over a selling horizon. They

showed that it can be impossible for a seller to commit to a pricing scheme in the presence

of strategic customers. By using their framework with both strategic and myopic customers

separate, they showed that if a seller mistakenly thinks that the market contains only myopic

customers then she can lose up to 20% of her revenues.

In order to counteract customers’ waiting behavior, several mitigation tactics have been

suggested in the literature, which can be summarized under making credible price and quan-

tity commitments (Su and Zhang 2008), rationing capacity (Liu and Van Ryzin 2008), using

internal price matching policies (Debo et al. 2010), limiting inventory information (Yin et al.

2008), and using a quick-response strategy by enabling in-season inventory replenishments

(Cachon and Swinney 2009). This literature addresses strategic customer behavior using a

two-period model setting.

Su and Zhang (2008) provided methods to mitigate customers’ strategic waiting behavior

using supply chain contracts. They showed that if a seller uses price commitment or quantity

commitment contracts then she can credibly commit to a price scheme, when contingent

pricing has detrimental effects. For example, by using a buyback contract between seller and

supplier, a retailer can commit credibly to a certain price scheme in the presence of strategic

customers. Since customers know the seller won’t offer any markdown later in the selling

season, customers have no incentive to wait.

Liu and Van Ryzin (2008) showed that strategic capacity rationing by inducing artificial

scarcity can inflate stock-out risk. By inflating stock-out risk, a seller can induce strategic

customers to purchase earlier at premium prices rather than wait and purchase at discount
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prices. Liu and Van Ryzin (2011) indicated that adopting rationing policies can train cus-

tomers to ignore rationing information about available inventory levels, which can induce

strategic waiting over time.

Debo et al. (2010) studied a firm’s internal inter-temporal price matching guarantees

as a strategy to mitigate strategic customers’ waiting behavior. They showed that some

low-valuation customers are willing to buy at premium prices given that they are paid back

the difference between a future discount and the current premium price. They showed that

the seller can charge a higher premium price initially, and may not need to provide discounts

if a certain percentage of the market is induced to purchase earlier.

Yin et al. (2010) showed that employing a display-one (DO) versus a display-all (DA)

type of inventory display format benefits the seller with an artificially inflated stock-out risk,

even under a same pricing scheme. Considering the best case scenario (when high valuation

customers are a significant portion of market size), adopting DO instead of DA can increase

profits up to 20%. Adopting a DO type of inventory display format cannot completely

mitigate the detrimental effect of consumers’ strategic waiting behavior on market efficiency.

Cachon and Swinney (2009) showed that adoption of a responsive supply chain helps mit-

igate strategic customer behavior and increases the seller’s profit in a market that contains

strategic customers compared to the profit in a market where there are only myopic cus-

tomers. They showed that matching supply with demand decreases the inefficiencies in the

market from consumers strategic waiting when both the seller and the consumers are strate-

gic. Cachon and Swinney noted that quick response enables a seller to increase rationing risk

among strategic customers by ordering less. Contingent ordering induces strategic customers

to buy at premium prices both increases the retailer’s profit and the market efficiency.

Swinney (2011) analyzed the pricing modalities under consumer valuation uncertainty,

and showed that discount management under value uncertainty still enables retailer to em-

ploy price discrimination profitably. He explained that consumers’ valuation uncertainty is
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more prominent when consumers don’t have prior information about the value of the prod-

uct, in other terms, no prior experience with the product or the time of the consumption.

Swinney points out that, the uncertainty of the product valuation can trigger additional

price premiums rather than price discounts during the selling season.

Interested reader could refer to the literature review by Gönsch et. al (2013) for a

comprehensive classification of dynamic pricing models under strategic customer behavior

up until 2013.

Besbes and Lobel (2015) studied the impact of consumers’ willingness to wait and will-

ingness to pay jointly and determined the optimal pricing policies for the retailer. Their

stylized approach of limiting the consumers’ number of willingness to wait periods yields to

the cyclical pricing policies without considering the effect of limited inventory during the

selling season.

Cachon and Feldman (2015) introduced the consumer search cost into the market dynam-

ics while consumers demonstrate strategic waiting behavior. They showed that introducing

frequent discounts contingent of market size could be better than setting prices optimally in

the beginning of the selling season. Their stylized model assumes a two-distinct-time-period

selling season approach, and the market size will be revealed to retailer in the end of the

first period.

Whang (2015) studied the impact of uncertain market size on to the retailer’s profit in a

stylized two-period model with Bayesian customers. He showed that the value uncertainty

(equivalent to the market size, according to inverse demand function structure) allows retailer

to employ dynamic pricing policies to discriminate among consumers profitably.

Our contributions to the literature are as follows. First, the consumer purchase timing

decision process is modeled in a multi-period setting using DEU theory. To our knowledge,

this is the first attempt to capture a strategic customer decision process in a multi-period

setting to analyze the underlying behavior. Second, an inventory-based threshold-type policy,
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in which a consumer should stop waiting and purchase immediately under certain inventory

levels, is identified. In Chapter 3, the development of the purchase timing model and the

model’s underlying key features are introduced.

1.2 Behavioral Analysis of Consumers’ Purchase Timing Decision

1.2.1 Overview

The detrimental impact of consumers’ strategic waiting behavior documented to be getting

worse and worse (Hortacsu et al. 2015) in recent years. An extensive research on strategic

consumer utilizing recent revenue management methodologies form Operations Management

literature was already addressing this issue from the beginning of the early 2000s. Interested

reader can refer to the comprehensive literature review addressing strategic customer by

Gönsch et al (2013) and complete handbook for revenue management applications by Özer

and Phillips (2012) to observe the development of such a literature through years. Even

though, the literature was dense and strong, consumers were assumed to follow demand

functions derived by expected utility theory directly.

As mentioned in Section 1.1 before, understanding demand characteristics is the key to

provide accurate methods to mitigate strategic consumer’s waiting behavior. For this reason,

in Chapter 3 we analyzed the behavioral regularities in consumers’ purchase timing decisions.

Focusing behavioral regularities in the strategic consumer’s decision making process allows

us to identify accurate demand models to be used in deriving appropriate strategies to help

retailers. The need for understanding consumers’ decision making processes recently backed

by several industry analyses (Ovchinnikov 2017). Since early 2010s several behavioral studies

started to analyze strategic decision making processes in the revenue management setting.

In this essay we focus on the sequential nature of the consumers’ decision making process to

provide insight how several behavioral regularities interact in a dynamic setting.
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As it is shown in Experimental Economics literature (Smith 1976), the induced value can

be used to sustain incentive compatibility in field and laboratory experiments to generate

and observe real human behavior. By using the same scenario in set-up in Chapter 2, we

can compare the optimal policies derived under DEU theory in Chapter 1 to human subject

behavior in the experiments. We try to answer the following three questions:

1. Do human subjects follow optimal policies derived under DEU theory?

2. If the answer to the first question is negative, then what type of behavioral regularities

explain the human subject behavior in the purchase timing decision process?

3. Can we utilize our study findings and build consumers’ decision making model to

provide insight to retailers in their inventory position and pricing decisions?

In this study, we found that consumers to some extend do not follow the optimal policies

derived by DEU theory. The signs of the presence of behavioral regularities in purchase

timing decision making process are identified. The human subjects on average presented

risk seeking behavior than risk natural behavior when making risky decisions. The potential

presence of several different behavioral regularities and prominent risk seeking behavior in

sequential decision making processes calls for future analysis to isolate and test the presence

of unique behavioral regularities in different experimental set-up. For budget and time

constraints our results are limited to the identification of these behavioral regularities.

Our contribution to the literature is in two ways. First, we analyze the consumers’

purchase timing decision strategies in a sequential multi-period setting. Second, we verify

the presence of anticipated regret as well as probability weighting together in the strategic

consumers’ purchase timing decision as Özer and Zheng (2016) showed earlier.
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1.2.2 Related Literature

Our study over behavioral analysis of the consumers’ strategic waiting behavior can be

supported by the literature from two different directions. First, the experimental and be-

havioral economics literature regarding the experimental design methodologies and the basic

preferences that shape individuals’ decision making processes is reviewed. Second, behav-

ioral regularities and experimental studies documented in operations management literature

is discussed Analyzing the consumers’ decision making process directly requires analyst to

have the data collected from sales and wait instances at retailers. The development of the

experimental economics showed that the data can be collected indirectly at a simulated and

controlled environment also. Utilizing the induced value theorem by Smith (1976), we de-

signed a mechanism where the human subjects’ decision consequences are aligned with real

purchase and wait decision consequences. Having incentives aligned allows us to simulate

the environment with a stylized experimental setting.

We used the normative model developed in Chapter 3 as our benchmark model to compare

human subjects’ decision making processes for purchase timing decisions. Since individuals’

simulated purchase timing responses under several different risk levels are captured with

our experiment set-up, we can test the presence of risk preference (Holt and Laury 2002)

and probability weighting (Gonzalez and Wu, 1999). For a thorough review of the value

formation function that is rooted from risk preferences and probability weighting function

structures, interested reader is referred to the paper by Stott (2006).

Due it is parsimonious structure we tested the regret theory’s performance compared to

our normative model’s predictions. According to regret theory (Loomes and Sugden 1982)

a human subject would make a choice based on not only the current perceived value of the

alternatives but also the potential unpleasant feelings the subject may encounter after the

decision, if the decision was happened to be an inferior one compared to the other alternative.
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Incorporating this counterfactual thinking into their decision-making process, human sub-

jects can present different behaviors than the normative theory predicts. Interested reader

can refer to review paper by Zeelenberg et al. (2000) to understand the conceptual dynamics

of the regret theory. Several studies in economics and management science literature utilized

the regret theory in the auction context (Özbay and Özbay 2007, Engelbrecht-Wiggans and

Katok 2007) and in the retailing context (Diecidue et al. 2012, Nasiry and Popescu 2012,

Özer and Zheng 2016).

Our sequential experiment design captures the underlying behavioral regularities related

to consumers’ strategic waiting behavior. By using this design, we can both capture how

human subjects perceive and react to risky situations and how they search for a better out-

come over different time intervals. The experimental literature can be summarized under

two separate topics in operations management: Two- period strategic customer studies and

multi-period sequential design optimal stopping studies. The stylized two-period models are

prominently used in strategic customer literature for their insight generating purposes. For

example, Özer and Zheng (2016) showed quantitatively the detrimental impact of ignoring

regret and availability misperception effects on to the retailer when making pricing and in-

ventory stocking decisions. Due to its explanatory power, operations literature in strategic

customer literature predominantly uses two-period modeling (Section 1.2). Several strate-

gic customer studies utilizing experimental methods focused on the different aspect of the

consumer forward-looking behavior.

Mak et al. (2014) studied the strategic behavior of buyers within the groups with a size

of 20 customers. Authors analyzed the human subjects’ observed behavior by comparing

their buy or wait decisions in the first and second periods to the estimated decisions derived

from market equilibrium with fully strategic customers. They found that equilibrium pre-

dictions overwhelmingly consistent with the observed subject behavior in aggregate. In their

experiments, most of the subjects become fully strategic with repeating the task. However,
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there were significant number of subjects presenting myopic behavior, which increased with

scarcity of the product.

Osadchiy and Bendoly (2015) used a stylized two period set-up with individual subjects

making decisions in isolated markets, which was different from Mak et al.’s (2014) study.

They manipulated the consumers’ market arrival times, market prices and inventory stock-

out risk information to analyze the underlying decision making processes. They found that

26% of the subjects exhibit risk seeking behavior which is also aligned with our findings.

Baucells et al. (2016) built a time and risk preference structure model by utilizing the

Baucells and Heukamp’s (2012) probability discount rate function and psychological distance

function together with a discount level impact parameter to model the consumer’s purchase

timing decision. They showed significant increase (50%) in revenue gains if a retailer uses

their model for pricing and inventory stocking decisions instead of normative models (DEU)

when the consumers strategically time their purchases.

Unlike the other experimental strategic customer literature Kremer et al. (2013) looked

into the behavior regularities from the retailer’s perspective. They analyze the decision-

making process of a seller who exposes to strategic forward looking behavior from its cus-

tomers to some extent. They found that human subjects are in general myopic in their

respond to fully strategic customers (simulated by a computer), and tend to underprice and

oversell in the first period.

When human decision makers need to make sequential choices, analyzing their future

choices may require researchers study their previous choices in tandem. Even though analyz-

ing multi-period decision process are more complicated than two-period (one time) decision

process, it is essential to address how subjects react to risky situations at different stages of

sequential events. For example, a project manager has to decide whether she should stop the

project or continue investing into it, each time she can make this decision. This sequential

nature of the decision process can be modelled with a dynamic programming algorithm.
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Bearden et al. (2005) studied the optimal pricing decisions of sellers in a revenue manage-

ment context over a multi-period selling horizon with a limited capacity. They analyzed the

seller’s decision making process under uncertain customer arrivals. They found that human

subjects tend to ask too high prices from the customer when the capacity is high, and ask

too low prices when the capacity is low. Similarly, Cesaret and Katok (2015) studied the op-

timal capacity allocation problem under uncertain customer arrivals with different customer

segments. They studied the impact of the framing effect onto sellers’ capacity allocation

decision. They found that restricting decision makers to make up-front decisions rather than

adjusting dynamically, human subjects perform equally, indicating sequential nature deci-

sions impact their performance negatively, contrast to the normative theory. Since subjects

have more information to adapt to the market conditions in future periods, they should per-

form better. According to their analysis, regret aversion plays a role in the subject’s decision

processes, and yield worse performance in the sequential cases.

Long et (2017) studied the project managers’ behaviors in multi-period setting utilizing

optimal stopping problem design. Each period, managers can observe the status of the

project or choose to review the status of the project, and according to the information they

have they can stop the project or continue investing into it until the end of the planned

project horizon. Authors found that human subjects tend to abandon their projects when

they observe reduced project values towards the middle of the planning horizon rather than

at the beginning or at the end.

Our contributions to the literature are as follows. First, the strategic consumer’s purchase

timing decision process is analyzed in a multi-period setting in an experimental study. To

our knowledge, this is the first attempt to capture a strategic customer decision process

in a multi-period setting to analyze the underlying behavior factors. Second, we verify

the presence of regret aversion and probability weighting showing the importance of the

theoretical work by Özer and Zheng (2016). In Chapter 4, the model setting, experimental

design and theoretical benchmark, and experiment results are introduced.
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1.3 Measuring Risk Preferences over Time for Consumption Goods

1.3.1 Overview and Related Literature

With the great internet literacy of 84% (IWS 2017), online retail businesses became more

popular in recent years (Hortaçsu and Syverson 2015). With easily available more informa-

tion, consumers became more strategic. In order to help the retailers to address complex

consumer behavior, understanding consumer decision making processes in detail is crucial.

Recently, scholars pointed out the importance of building proper models that captures risk

and time preferences in human decision making process accurately (Andreoni and Sprenger

2012).

In economics literature risk preferences are studied intensively, since it is related to how

people process risk information and make decision between risky choices. Several risk elic-

itation methods designed by scholars. For a recent comprehensive review on risk prefer-

ence elicitation methods, interested reader is referred to the paper by Crosetto and Filippin

(2016). According to the review, the biggest problem with risk elicitation methods is the

measurements are not consistent. Crosetto and Filippin pointed out that, the measurement

differences come from the scale differences as well as assumption of multiplicative expected

utility function, (Expected Utility = Probability ∗ Value), with given probabilities. In other

words, the potential of probability weighting used by decision makers, can easily alter their

choices, leading measurement deviations in different elicitation methods.

Time preferences are also studied intensively, since it is also related to how people choose

between alternatives at different time points. Similarly, several time preference elicitation

methods are designed by scholars. For a recent comprehensive review on time preference

elicitation methods, interested reader is referred to the paper by Cohen et al. (2016). A

dominant portion of the time preference elicitation methods uses the “Money Earlier or Later

(MEL)” choice tasks. The time preference elicitation studies capture the indifference point
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in monetary outcomes given a temporal distance. For example, at what level a person would

be indifferent between x dollars now vs 200 dollars in 2 months.

Utilizing the elicitation processes within several experimental studies, several anomalies

are observed by scholars. These anomalies include common ratio effect, common difference

effect and common magnitude effect (Baucels and Heukamp 2012). Common ratio effect

refers to the anomaly when there is a same rate change in alternatives’ probabilities, the total

value of each decision does not change similarly with the ratio change in the decision-makers

mind. Similarly, common difference and magnitude effects impacts the time preferences of

human decision makers in a non-linear way. Even the changes in probability and time spots

are aligned for both choice alternatives, the decisions among the choice alternatives can be

reversed. These anomalies put DEU theory in question. Recently, Baucells and Heukamp

(2012) addressed these anomalies and design a model with a power function that integrates

the risk and time preferences with a single trade-off. They model a probability weighting

function incorporating the temporal distances as well. Similar to DEU theory, this approach

still assumes decision makers are rational decision makers, and their preferences are time-

invariant.

Cubitt and Read (2007) caught the attention of scholar by pointing out the dominant

portion of time preference experiments are based on monetary payoffs. Following the induce

value theorem by Smith (1976) to simulate life like institutions in laboratory environment,

using monetary payoffs would be easiest way to elicit behavioral regularities. Authors empha-

sized the Importance of elicitation of time preferences over consumption, since the monetary

rewards are fungible and not necessarily indicates immediate consumption. They warned

the scholars that elicited preferences may not be reflecting the preferences in the market, in

which consumers make life choices over risky outcomes over different time periods.

McClure et al. (2001) approached analyzing the temporal decisions physiologically by

identifying several areas in the prefrontal cortex through functional Magnetic Resonance
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Imaging (fMRI). They found that the same areas in the brain consistently triggers when

human subjects make decision between intertemporal choices. McClure et al. (2004) in

another study used both monetary and primary rewards (water and orange juice) to elicit

time preferences. Even without the immediate consumption with monetary rewards, the

triggered areas in the brain were quite similar with primary rewards’ immediate or delayed

consumption. Based on this result, the authors implied the usage of consumption products

for eliciting time preferences is not necessary. On the contrary, De Martino et al. (2006)

showed that having visceral emotions active during a choice task triggers different brain

areas as amygdala, which is the main center for emotional processes. They showed that with

different emotions (negative and positive), the subjects responses, to the same risky choice

decision, are different as well as the triggered brain areas.

In parallel, marketing and consumer behavior literature studies how the decision context

affects the decision makers’ choices. Interested reader is referred to Shiv and Fedorikhin

(1999) and Alba and Williams (2013). Read and van Leeuwen (1998) showed that the

impact of the current visceral state of the decision maker on to the decision-making process.

For example, asking a hungry person for making future meal decisions versus asking another

person, who just finished her meal. Also, the authors pointed out that decision makers are

not good at estimating visceral states, since feelings are only experienced at the present,

possibly leading inconsistent alternative evaluations between present and future outcomes.

Similarly, Loewenstein et al (2001) showed that risk assessments are not only coming from

cognitive assessments but also emotional response. The authors claimed that compared to

cognitive evaluation, emotional reactions are sensitive to the vividness of the mental construct

of the choice alternative and proximity in time. They also added that the evolution of feelings

over years for a person could be the explanation why risk preferences are changing with age.

Several consumer behavior studies in marketing literature, pointed out the differences

between affect rich hedonic goods and functional utilitarian goods and how people make
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decision between or among these products. Alba and Williams (2013) emphasized the role

of emotions in hedonic goods, and nature of the consumption utility is arousal based. Rot-

terstreich and Hsee (2001) showed that probability weighting function of an individual is

impacted by the affective nature of the decision alternative. Through using several different

products (lotteries, travel vouchers, kisses and electric shocks) as the experimental context,

they observe the difference in risk preferences based on whether the product is a hedonic

or utilitarian. When subjects make risky choices on utilitarian products, they weigh the

probabilities close to a linear function. On the contrary, subjects follow an inverse S-shaped

probability weighting function, when they make choices over hedonic products.

Scheneider (2016) utilize the two-system brain processes to address the anomalies that

cannot be explained by DEU. He considers the decision-making processes using two different

areas in the brain. An intuitive, emotional and fast process system with abundant processing

power is called as System-1. And a cognitive calculating slow systems with limited processing

power (Stanovich and West 2000, Kahneman and Frederick 2002). This model also aligns

with the findings of the study by Rotterstreich and Hsee (2001). In that study authors

described the decision-making process as Feelings versus Calculation. Schneider showed that

the intertemporal and risky choice reversals, can be account to the switch between systems.

Deck et al. (2017) showed that keeping the System-2 occupied with cognitive tasks (such

as doing mathematical operations in the head, memorizing numbers), exhaust the limited

capacity of System-2 causing people make intuitive decisions which may involve emotions.

Sprenger (2015) pointed out that there still is a need of understanding the time prefer-

ences under consumption rewards. Reuben et al. (2010) showed in a quick within subject

design experimental study that the time preferences with primary rewards is aligned with

the monetary rewards. They find a significant correlation between two estimated time pref-

erences with monetary rewards and primary rewards as McClure et al (2004) stated in their

study. Yet the impact of emotions on to the risk preference over different time spots are still
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an open question. Following the Abdelloaui et al. (2011) risk preference elicitation set-up,

we measured the risk preferences of UTD students with different primary rewards (hedonic

and utilitarian) to elicit how affective factors impact the risk preferences in different time

spots.

Our contributions to the literature are as follows. First, we are first to experimentally

test the risk preferences at different time points with consumption goods as primary rewards.

Second, we found that satiation effect and consumption tendency issues can be controlled

by surveys after the decision task. Third, we showed the importance of controlling satiation

effects and consumption tendency together to measure accurate risk preferences when using

primary rewards as the incentive mechanism.
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CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS OF CONSUMERS’ PURCHASE TIMING DECISIONS

In § 2.1, an analytical model, which captures the strategic consumer’s purchase timing

decision process, is developed, and an optimal policy that a consumer should follow in order

to maximize his surplus by timing his purchase decision under certain conditions is provided.

In § 2.2, numerical analyses are conducted and results indicating the effect of consumer

valuation and discount factors on the optimal policy are provided. The concluding remarks

are provided in Chapter 6.

2.1 Purchase Timing Model

We consider a setting where a single strategic consumer is making a purchase timing decision

within the time limits of a finite selling horizon. By definition, a strategic consumer is a

discounted expected utility maximizer. Therefore, his purchase timing decision is affected

by the retailer’s announced pricing scheme, inventory availability, and remaining time to

the end of the selling season. In this section, each of these factors affecting a consumer’s

purchase timing decision is addressed following the sequence of events.

Driven by need or desire, suppose that a consumer is interested in purchasing a new

jacket, say a wool blazer. Only a particular retailer sells this particular jacket. Since the

product can be sold only during the selling season, there is limited time during which the

consumer can purchase the product. The consumer decision instances can be modeled at

discrete time points. In the selling season, there are n number of periods, which is known to

the consumer from the beginning. If the consumer has not bought the product before any

period n and the retailer is out of stock, then the consumer cannot buy the product. The

consumer knows that T is the last period that he can purchase the product. If he has not

bought the product before the final period T , then he buys the product at period T if the

retailer still has inventory.
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The retailer announces the pricing scheme at the beginning of the selling season. The

consumer knows the product’s price for each period from the beginning of the selling season.

Each consumer has his specific valuation v for the product. Hence, every consumer has a

maximum amount that he is willing to pay for the product. In some articles from dynamic

pricing literature, consumers’ product valuation is considered to be uncertain (Swinney,

2011). In our model, consumers assumed to be experienced with the type of the product, so

they know their private product valuations. Considering the new wool blazer, a consumer

knows the look and fit of a wool blazer as soon as he observes the product. Then, the

difference between the gain from the consumption of the product as its value, v and the

payment, p is the consumer’s surplus, which should be positive to induce the consumer

to purchase. In the purchase timing model, the indirect utility function is modeled by

consumer’s surplus.

If the consumer waits a period instead of buying the product, then he sacrifices his

consumption during that period. For each non-purchase period, the consumer forgoes some

portion of the overall utility that can be gained from using the product. A discount factor, δ,

is suitable to model the forgone consumption by multiplying the valuation v with δ for each

non-purchase period similar to Besanko and Winston’s model set-up (1990). The forgone

consumption can be modeled similar to the paper by Soysal and Krisnamurthi (2012) by

deducting a marginal waiting cost c from the product valuation for each period the consumer

waited and did not use the product. The discount factor approach is used in our analysis,

yet our threshold policy remains valid under both modelling assumptions.

The time value of money is considered by discounting the paid price, which affects con-

sumer’s surplus together with consumer’s valuation. For each period that the consumer does

not purchase the product, he can invest his money during that time. With an additional

return from his investment, the price he pays in a later period becomes lower than what he

would pay without the investment. Therefore, any price that the consumer pays in a later
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period is discounted at the market discount rate to the present value at the beginning of the

selling season as the reference point. The time value of money is retained by discounting

prices in each period using the market discount rate. For simplicity, the consumer’s discount

factor, δ, is equal to the market discount rate. So, a single strategic consumer focuses on

maximizing his discounted surplus, δn−1(v − pn).

In our analysis, the prices are known and decreasing 1 for the entire selling season since we

focus on analyzing the effect of inventory levels to the sequential decision-making process of

a strategic consumer. In our analysis, since we assumed the prices are known and decreasing

for the entire selling season upfront, our focus is on the risk attitudes of consumers on a

sequential decision-making rather than effect of different discount rates.

Each period. On one side, the consumer can learn the inventory levels either by accessing

the retailer’s web-site or by visiting the retailer’s store. On the other side, the retailer does

not use rationing to influence a consumer’s inventory information artificially. So, the retailer

displays all available inventory on shelves and provides correct stock levels on the retailer’s

website. For tractability, inventory levels are continuous.

Most of the strategic consumer literature assumes that all consumers are in the market

from the beginning of the selling horizon and focuses on the dynamics between these strategic

consumers. We alternatively model the market from a single strategic consumer’s perception.

The strategic consumer’s perception has two key points. The focal consumer does not know

about other consumers’ presence or their strategic waiting behaviors. The consumer does not

know the number of other consumers who are in the market. He can only observe previous

sales from past periods. Each period, the strategic consumer can infer that there were other

consumers in the market in that period only by observing the difference in the retailer’s

inventory level. In addition, the strategic consumer does not know about other consumers’

1In the rest of the dissertation, decreasing and increasing will be used instead of non-increasing and
non-decreasing accordingly, to make the flow for reading easier.
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strategic purchase timing behaviors. Even if there are more than one strategic consumer in

the market, these consumers cannot act strategically against each other. For example, two

strategically waiting consumers are not aware of one another’s presence unless one of them

purchases earlier than the other.

The focal strategic consumer has a belief about the demand distribution, in other words

sales distribution, in each period. So he has an expectation of the market size in each period

since he knows the number of periods in the selling season. In that sense, market size is

not known by the consumer, but he has a belief about it. Demand has a general probability

distribution, gn(x), on a positive 2 support in each period. For simplicity, we assume that

the demand, dn, in each period has an identical independent distribution g(x). At the

beginning of the selling season, the strategic consumer sees the overall market size as the

sum of independent identical demand distributions over n periods. The consumer updates

his belief about the market size and product availability after each demand realization.

The strategic consumer makes a decision to wait when he cannot get the maximum

expected surplus in a period. The consumer considers the discounted surplus, δn−1(v − pn)

as well as the product availability in future periods. Even though the consumer may achieve

a higher surplus in a future period than his surplus in the current period, he should consider

the product availability in that future period also. If the retailer is stocked out, then the

consumer cannot buy the product. Since the strategic consumer has a belief about the

market size, he can compare the expected discounted surpluses in each period based on

inventory level in the current period.

Since we assume retailer’s inventory information disclosure is fully informative, demand

realization in each period can be learned by consumers as the difference between the two

consecutive periods’ inventory levels. Another major assumption here is: there are no returns

2Positive and negative is used for non-negative and non-positive accordingly in the entire dissertation.
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Table 2.1. Notation

Parameters
v = consumer’s valuation of the product
δ = Utility discount factor for each period, 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1

qmax = Initial inventory ordered by the retailer, qmax = q0
T = Number of periods in a selling horizon

Variables
pn = Retailer’s price in period n, n = 1, . . . , T
qn = State variable (inventory level) in period n, n = 1, . . . , T
dn = Demand in period n with probability distribution function gn(x)

gn(x)
Decision Variables

un = When the consumer decides to purchase, then un = 1;
otherwise, un = 0

Functions
gn(x) = Probability distribution function of demand in period n,

n = 1, . . . , T
Gn(x) = Cumulative probability distribution function of demand in

period n, n = 1, . . . , T
θ(qn) = Probability that the consumer can get the product at

inventory qn in period n, n = 1, . . . , T
Sn(qn, pn) = consumer’s expected surplus at price pn and inventory qn in

period n, n = 1, . . . , T
Jn(qn) = Expected consumer’s maximum surplus at inventory qn in

period n, n = 1, . . . , T
Bn(qn) = consumer’s expected benefit by waiting at inventory qn in

period n, n = 1, . . . , T
Mn(qn) = consumer’s expected benefit by waiting one period at inventory

qn in period n, n = 1, . . . , T
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and loss or damaged goods that are written off from the inventory through out the selling

season. Even though it is an unrealistic assumption, the focus of our research is to capture

the behavioral factors that make consumers deviate from following an optimal policy rather

than finding the best model fit to the market. Yet, creating an additional uncertainty for

available inventory levels, can easily distort the consumer risk perception as well.

In each period, the strategic consumer makes a decision whether to stop waiting and

purchase the product or continue to wait for another period. After each waiting decision,

the consumer faces a similar decision problem in the next period. The recursive nature of

the strategic consumer’s decision problem can be modeled as an optimal stopping problem

with a dynamic programming algorithm.We refer the interested reader to the paper by Oh

and Ozer (2016) for details on the structures of optimal stopping policies.

In section 2.1.1, the dynamic programming (DP) formulation that captures the purchase

timing decision of a single strategic consumer throughout the selling season is provided.

Then, an alternative formulation, a benefit function employing DP (Oh and Özer, 2016), is

used to restructure the model. This alternative formulation enables structural results to be

identified without any further transformations.

2.1.1 Problem Formulation with Benefit Function Form

The purchase decision is based on un, which is a binary decision variable. In each period,

the strategic consumer chooses from two possible decisions, either continue waiting or stop

waiting and purchase the product. If the consumer decides to purchase, then the control

variable un equals 1; otherwise it equals 0 (equation 2.1). The focal consumer decides to stop

waiting and to purchase when he gets his expected maximum surplus. Since the consumer

knows the pricing scheme, so he does know his surplus for every period, his decision is

affected by available inventory.
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The consumer’s decision variable in period n = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1 is as follows.

un =

 0, continue waiting;

1, stop waiting and purchase.
(2.1)

The focal consumer compares the expected surpluses from all remaining periods before

he makes a purchase decision as if he waited until each of those future periods. The con-

sumer uses the available inventory and price information to compare his expected discounted

surpluses for each sequential wait decision. Since the prices are known exogenously, the state

variable qn of the dynamic programming (DP) formulation represents the available inventory

levels as long as the consumer continues his strategic waiting. After the strategic consumer

makes a purchase decision, he no longer needs the available inventory information. Therefore,

the state variable is updated according to the realized demand dn and whether the consumer

decides to purchase in period n. In addition, if the demand is greater than the available

inventory, then the retailer’s inventory depletes and remains at 0 for the remaining periods.

When inventory level drops to 0, the state variable also drops and stays 0 until the end of

the selling season. Otherwise, the state variable qn+1 (equation 2.2) is updated according

to the remaining inventory level by subtracting the demand dn from the available inventory

qn given that the consumer decides to wait in period n. In addition, when the consumer’s

decision is to stop waiting and purchase in period n, the state gets into the absorbing state,

which is defined as 0, and remains at the absorbing state until the end of the selling season.

The state variable (inventory level) in period n = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1 is as follows.
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qn+1 =

 qn − dn, if qn ≥ dn and un = 0;

0, otherwise.
(2.2)

In the operations management literature, the availability of a product to a consumer is

considered to be affected endogenously by both the retailer’s available inventory and the

potential remaining number of consumers in the market. Assuming all consumers are in the

market since the beginning of the selling season, the number of consumer in the market de-

creases in each period when some consumers purchase and leave the market. The remaining

consumers’ purchase timing decisions affect the product availability for the focal consumer.

In other words, the product availability for a particular consumer is affected by the condi-

tional arrival time of this focal consumer compared to other consumers that are still in the

market (Deneckre and Peck, 1995).

In the purchase timing model, different from the literature, the product availability for

a particular consumer is decoupled from the actions of remaining consumers. The focal

consumer makes a purchase timing decision based on his belief on demand and not on the

strategic purchase timing responses of other consumers. In our model, not only is the focal

consumer’s arrival time independent of other consumers’ arrivals, but also his perception of

product availability is not conditional on the arrival of other consumers. For example, the

consumer arrives to the retailer in the beginning of the period n and finds out that there is

available inventory then he can purchase the product. If he decides to wait for one period

then he should calculate the product availability to assess the value of the next period’s

expected surplus. Since the focal consumer can only observe sales and has only a belief

about the demand distribution g(x), his perception of product availability in the next period

depends on the number of people who may potentially arrive during the current period. In

other words, if the demand during the current period is smaller than the available inventory
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then the focal consumer can obtain the product in next period. If the demand is greater

than the available inventory, then the inventory depletes and the consumer leaves the market

with no purchase. Therefore, the consumer’s perception of product availability, θ(qn+1) in

the next period depends on the current inventory level qn and the demand realization dn but

not the conditional arrival of other consumers.

The availability function θ(qn) in period n = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1 can be written as follows.

θ(qn) =

 1, if qn > 0;

0, if qn = 0.
(2.3)

In any period, if the consumer decides to wait and purchase the product in the next

period then the consumer could encounter two potential outcomes. Either he gains surplus

(v − pn) with a probability of θ(qn) or gains nothing if the retailer’s inventory is depleted

because of high demand realization. The reward function Sn(qn, pn) is the consumer’s ex-

pected surplus in period n (equation 2.4). In each period, the reward function is driven by

either the state variable qn (equation 2.2) through the availability function θ(qn) (equation

2.3) or the price pn. In any period, if the price pn is greater than the consumer’s valuation

for the product, v then the reward function is equal to 0.

The reward function for n = 1, 2, . . . , T can be written as follows.

Sn(qn, pn) =

 θ(qn) ∗ (v − pn), if qn > 0 and v ≥ pn;

0, otherwise.
(2.4)

The strategic consumer’s purchase timing decision problem is the maximization problem

of the total discounted expected surplus. A consumer can compare his potential gain from
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stopping in the current period to his potential gain from continuing to wait and stopping in

the next period. By discounting the expected reward function from the next period to the

current, the consumer can compare the gains of these two periods. Similarly, the consumer

can discount all future periods’ gains to the current period to make a decision on when

to stop waiting and purchase. The consumer’s discounted expected surplus maximization

problem can be summarized as follows.

max
u1,u2,...,uT

E

[
T∑
n=1

{unδt−1Sn(qn, pn)}

]
.

Dynamic Programming Formulation

In each period, the strategic consumer faces a similar wait-or-purchase decision problem

after each waiting decision. Using backward analysis, the recursive nature of the con-

sumer’s purchase timing decision can be modeled as a dynamic program iteratively. Start-

ing from the final period T , the dynamic program can be structured iteratively until the

first period. At T , the optimal value function, which is the consumer’s maximum ex-

pected surplus, is equal to the reward function. In other words, if the consumer does

not stop waiting until the final period T , he buys the product at the final period’s price

pT , if there is still inventory. Otherwise, he has to leave the market with no purchase.

The Optimal Value Function for n = T can be written as follows.

JT (qT ) =

 ST (qT , pT ), if qT 6= 0 and v ≥ pT ;

0, otherwise.
(2.5)
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Moving from the last period to one period earlier, the optimal value function is equivalent

to the consumer’s discounted expected surplus maximization problem for two periods. The

decision is to either stop at period T −1 or continue and stop at period T . By incrementally

moving to earlier periods, the optimal value function at period n can be written as follows.

Jn(qn) =

 max{Sn(qn, pn),E[δJn+1(qn+1)]}, if qT 6= 0 and v ≥ pn;

0, otherwise.
, n = 1, . . . , T − 1.

(2.6)

Jn(qn) provides the maximum expected consumer’s surplus when the consumer chooses the

optimal decision. The consumer can choose the optimal decision by stopping to wait and

purchasing in a period that provides him the highest expected surplus among all other

alternatives at period n. The optimal value function Jn(qn) (equation 2.6) in period n

calculates the expectation with respect to the demand distribution g(x) in each period.

In a given period n, when the maximum expected surplus is attained by reward function,

Sn(qn, pn) (equation 2.4), then it is optimal for the strategic consumer to stop waiting and

purchase. Otherwise, the consumer continues to wait for the next period.

Although the earlier structure of dynamic programming (DP) formulation (equation 2.5,

2.6) in Section 2.1.1 is straightforward, a specific transformation is used to track of the

structural properties without the need of further transformations. Next, the DP formulation

(equation 2.5, 2.6) in Section 2.1.1 is transformed into a benefit function form based DP

formulation (Oh and Özer, 2011). Advantages of using the benefit function form over a

standard DP formulation, an optimal policy for the consumer’s purchase timing decision

problem, and structural properties of the optimal policy are also provided in the next section.
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Benefit Function Formulation

Benefit function form works similar to a standard DP form for optimal stopping problems.

A benefit function, as its name suggests, measures the benefit of the waiting decision in

optimal stopping problems. The waiting decision in a period is determined by whether the

total expected benefit of continuing to wait is greater than zero or not. In other words,

the consumer should stop waiting and purchase when the expected benefit of waiting be-

comes negative indicating that the current period’s surplus attains the maximum compared

to any future periods’ outcomes. Similarly, the waiting decision is determined by whether

a maximum expected surplus is attained by the value function of the standard DP form.

However, in a benefit function form, the focus is on the potential extra benefit of waiting

for one period. In other words, the focus is on the difference between the surpluses of two

consecutive periods. Then, the benefit of waiting in the current period is the summation of

the surplus differences of all consecutive periods until the end of the selling season.

An optimal stopping problem with a standard DP formulation can be transformed into

a benefit function form and vice versa without any additional conditions. However, using

the benefit function form instead of the standard DP form allows the identification of struc-

tural results without further transformations. For example, the periods, in which waiting is

advantageous for the focal consumer, can be identified by following the sign changes on the

benefit function without tracking the ordered rank of the expected surpluses in each period.

Interested readers are referred to Oh and Özer (2011) for more detailed information on the

benefit function form.

The consumer’s purchase timing problem is modeled with a benefit function form using

backward analysis as follows. Starting from the final period T , the benefit function can

be structured iteratively until the first period. At final period T , there is no possibility

of proceeding to next period. Hence, the extra benefit of waiting is zero at period T . At

period T − 1, the consumer can calculate the expected benefit of waiting for one period by
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calculating the next period’s expected surplus and subtracting his current period’s surplus

from the next period’s expected surplus. Given there is available inventory in period T − 1,

the consumer chooses to wait one more period if his expected benefit is positive. Otherwise,

he purchases the product in period T − 1. The benefit of delaying purchase decision one

period is defined as the one-step-look-ahead function, Mn, and can be written as follows.

Mn(qn) = δE[Sn+1(qn+1, pn+1)]− Sn(qn, pn), n = 1, . . . , T − 1. (2.7)

Similar to the standard DP formulation, the recursive nature of the consumer’s purchase

timing decision problem is captured in the benefit function form as well. By adding the one-

step-look-ahead function to the total expected benefit of waiting in each period iteratively,

the consumer knows the extra potential surplus that he is gaining by waiting in each period

(equation 2.9). The benefit function, which is driven by the one-step-look-ahead function,

can be written as follows.

BT (qT ) = 0. (2.8)

Bn(qn) =

 max{0, δE[Bn+1(qn+1)] +Mn(qn)]}, if qT 6= 0 and v ≥ pn;

0, otherwise.
n = 1, . . . , T − 1.

(2.9)

As mentioned before, if there is one-to-one transformation between a standard DP for-

mulation and a benefit function formulation, then the consumer’s purchase timing decision

problem can also be transformed into a benefit function from. The transformation steps are

as follows. In any period n, the benefit function in period n is achieved by subtracting the
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current surplus, Sn, from the optimal value function, Jn (equation 2.6).

Bn(qn) = Jn(qn)− Sn(qn, pn)

= max{0,E[δJn+1(qn+1)]− Sn(qn, pn)} , for n = 1, . . . , T − 1.

BT (qT ) = JT (qT )− ST (qT , pT ) = 0 , for n = T.

The recursive nature of the model is captured by substituting Jn+1(qn+1) with Bn+1(qn+1) +

Sn+1(qn+1, pn+1). Then the benefit function formulation becomes as follows.

Bn(qn) = max{0, δE[Bn+1(qn+1) + Sn+1(qn+1, pn+1)]− Sn(qn, pn)} , n = 1, . . . , T − 1 .(2.10)

Since the extra gain from delaying the purchase decision is captured by the one-step-

look-ahead function, Mn(qn) (equation 2.7), the transformation is completed by substituting

Mn(qn) into the transition equation above (equation 2.10). The benefit function is structured

through a direct transformation from the standard DP form. Hence, there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the two DP formulations.

The purchase timing model is transformed from a standard DP form into a benefit func-

tion form starting from the final period T and moving backward to the first period iteratively.

Since there is a one-to-one transformation between these two different DP formulations, the

structural properties hold for both formulations. Next, we provide the optimal policy that

guides the focal consumer to purchase the product at the maximum expected surplus and

show structural properties of the policy.
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Optimal Policy and Structural Properties

Consider any arbitrary decreasing pricing scheme announced by the retailer in the beginning

of the selling season. The focal strategic consumer knows all of the surpluses that he can

get in the current period and can potentially get in all future periods. What complicates his

decision of choosing when to purchase is the availability of the product in future periods.

Since the demand realizations in each period could only decrease the available inventory in

each period, availability of the product also decreases with decreasing inventory in future

periods. Then, the purchase timing of a strategic consumer is affected by the currently

available inventory. In other words, when the retailer has abundant inventory, the consumer

chooses to wait if he gains from a high surplus in a future period. On the other side, the

consumer chooses to purchase in the current period, if the retailer does not have enough

inventory to justify bearing the stock-out risk by waiting for the high surplus in that future

period.

The effect of inventory on the consumer decision making process is carried by the one-

step-look-ahead function, Mn(qn) (2.7), since it is a function of inventory, qn. Because next

period’s inventory, qn+1 is effected by the current period’s inventory qn, the one-step-look-

ahead function in the next period will be effected by the state transition function as well.

Lemmas 1 shows that next period’s expected inventory level is increasing in current period’s

inventory level. In order to show that the state transition function increases in the current

period’s available inventory, we used the definition for stochastic monotonicities from Shaked

and Shantikumar (2007) as follows.

Definition 1 (Shaked and Shantikumar, 2007) A set of random variables x̃(ω), ω ∈ R is

stochastically increasing in ω if E[u(x̃(ω))] is increasing in ω for all increasing functions u.
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Therefore, the state transition function in the consumer’s purchase timing decision problem

has the increasing property showed as follows.

Lemma 1. The state transition q̃n+1(qn) is stochastically increasing in qn for every n ∈

1, 2, ..., T .

Proof. The expected inventory level in period n+ 1 is a function of inventory level qn in

period n, which is shown as q̃n+1(qn). Since the state is updated according to the demand

realization dn in period n and linearity preserved under expectation, E[q̃n+1(qn)] is increasing

in qn, which indicates that qn+1 is stochastically increasing in qn. This completes the proof

for lemma 1.

Since, the state transition function is increasing in available inventory, then the one-step

look-ahead function, Mn, also increases in available inventory as follows.

Lemma 2. The one-step-look-ahead function, Mn(qn), is increasing in qn for every n ∈

1, 2, ..., T .

Proof. In period n, Mn(qn) is equal to δ E [Sn+1(qn+1, pn+1)] − Sn(qn, pn). Mn(qn) has

two parts. First part, δ E [Sn+1(qn+1, pn+1)] increases if the availability function,θ(qn+1),

increases. Since the availability function,θ(qn+1), is increasing in inventory level qn by lemma

1 and linearity is preserved under expectation then δ E [Sn+1(qn+1, pn+1)] is also increasing

in qn. Since the state variable qn only effects Sn(qn, pn) as an indicator, whether the surplus

in period n is 0 or not. Then Mn(qn) is increasing in qn. This completes the proof of lemma

2.

Since the benefit function, Bn(qn), is driven by the one-step-look-ahead function, Mn, then

benefit function is also increasing in the available inventory. Therefore, the focal consumer

can make an optimal decision based on the available inventory level in the current period.

An optimal policy that solves the consumer’s purchase timing decision problem is showed as

follows.
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Theorem 1. If Mn(qn) is increasing in qn, and qn+1 is stochastically increasing in qn for

every n ∈ 1, 2, ..., T , then the following statements are true for every n ∈ 1, 2, ..., T :

1. Bn(qn) is increasing in qn.

2. A threshold policy that stops the process if qn ≤ q̄n is optimal.

Proof.

1. The proof uses the induction argument. Since the one-step-look-ahead function, Mn(qn)

is increasing in qn by Lemma 2, and BT−1(q) is equal to MT−1(q) at period n = T − 1,

then Bn(qn) is also increasing in qn at period n = T − 1. Assume for an induction

argument that Bn+1(qn+1) increasing in qn+1 for some n < T − 1. Since, the state

transition function q̃n+1(qn) is stochastically increasing in qn by Lemma 1, and increas-

ing property is preserved under expectation, then E[Bn+1(q̃n+1(qn))] is increasing in

qn. Since the increasing property is also preserved under summation, then the benefit

function δE[Bn+1(qn+1)]+Mn(qn) is increasing in qn. Because max[0, x] is also increas-

ing function in x, then max[0, δE[Bn+1(qn+1)] + Mn(qn)] is an increasing function in

qn as well. Bn(qn) is equal to max[0, δE[Bn+1(qn+1)] + Mn(qn)], which indicates that

Bn(qn) is an increasing function in period n. This completes the induction argument,

hence concludes the proof of Part 1.

2. Define two sets A = {q ∈ Q : q ≤ q̄n} and A∗ = {q ∈ Q : Bn(qn) ≤ 0}. If the

state space is discrete or Bn(qn) is a continuous function, then q̄n satisfies Bn(q̄n) = 0.

Since Bn(qn) is continuous, then q̄n satisfies Bn(q̄n) = 0. Then every q ∈ A satisfies

Bn(q) ≤ Bn(q̄n) = 0 because Bn(qn) is increasing in qn. Hence, A ⊂ A∗. Conversely,

for every q ∈ A∗, we have that q ≤ q̄n by definition of q̄n. Hence, A∗ ⊂ A, so A = A∗.

Therefore, the optimal stopping policy stops the process at period n for each q ∈ A if

qn ≤ q̄n. This concludes the proof of Part 2.
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Since, Lemmas 1 and 2 satisfies the necessary conditions, Theorem 1 provides the optimal

stopping strategy for the strategic consumer. When the consumer arrives to the market, he

only needs to monitor available inventory information. For each period, there exists an

inventory based threshold, below which the consumer should stop waiting and purchase

the product in that period. Knowing the pricing scheme, initial inventory level, and his

particular valuation v, a focal consumer can calculate the critical inventory levels q∗n in each

period, where q∗n = max{q : q ≤ q̄n}.

The threshold inventory levels could have different structural properties under different

pricing schemes. For example, in a period n with a given inventory level q∗, it may be

optimal to continue waiting when the expected benefit function is positive. The positive

benefit function in period n indicates that there exists a future period in which the consumer

can gain a higher expected surplus than the certain surplus in period n. On the other side,

in period n−1 with the same inventory level q∗, it might not be optimal to continue waiting.

Since the inventory levels can only decrease over time, the potential inventory in period n

may become less than q∗ indicating that the higher surplus in that future period is now risky

to wait for. Then, different pricing schemes indicating different consumer surpluses in each

period may yield different optimal stopping threshold structures. In the end, there may be

different type of policies that can stop the decision making process optimally.

One interesting policy type would be a myopic stopping policy, by which a consumer

can decide to purchase or to wait by only comparing two consecutive period’s surpluses.

In other words, under certain conditions on pricing scheme without considering all future

expected surpluses, a consumer can make an optimal purchase timing decision by using

myopic stopping policy. More details on the property of myopic policies can be found in

Chapter 4.4 of Bertsekas (2005). A myopic inventory-based threshold policy is defined as

follows.

Definition 2 A myopic policy is a policy that stops the process if qn ≤ qmn , where qmn =

argmax {Sn(qn, pn),E[δSn+1(qn+1, pn+1)]}.
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By using the benefit function transformation, we can see that myopic policy is mathe-

matically equivalent to one-step-look-ahead policy. The one-step-look-ahead policy can be

defined as follows.

Definition 3 A one-step-look-ahead policy is a policy that stops the process if qn ≤ qmn ,

where qmn = max {q : E[δSn+1(qn+1, pn+1)]− Sn(qn, pn) ≤ 0}.

Proposition 1. If qmn is increasing in n then the myopic policy is optimal for a given

consumer valuation v, for n = 1, 2, . . . , T .

Proof. The proof uses the induction argument. First, the myopic policy will have the

thresholds qmT−1 at the periods n = T − 1. Since by definition, qmT−2 ≤ qmT−1 and the state

transition function, qn+1(q), can only yield q or lower, given that the inventory can only

deplete over time, MT−1(q
m
T−2) must be negative yielding BT−1(q

m
T−2) = 0. Then the decision

for BT−2(q) = max{MT−2(q) + δEBT−1(qT−1(q)), 0} only depends on MT−2(q), making my-

opic policy optimal at n = T − 2 Second, assume at any n < T − 2 myopic policy is optimal.

Since by definition qmn−1 ≤ qmn , then Mn(qmn−1) must be negative, indicating that Bn−1(q) only

depends on Mn−1(q) similar to the first part, indicating myopic policy is optimal in period

n− 1. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

Proposition 1 points out an intuitive but important property of the myopic optimal

stopping policy. The inventory-based thresholds are increasing in time. In other words,

when the purchase-decision is optimal in a period at a given inventory level qn, the continue-

to-wait-decision is never going to be optimal in any future periods. Since the demand dn

in a period n is non-negative, inventory levels can only decrease or remain same over time.

Decreasing inventory levels also decrease the probability of product availability in future

periods as well. Then the optimal policy indicates that decreasing availability decreases

the chance of acquiring the product in future periods, which makes waiting less attractive.

Since the benefit function form (equations 2.8 and 2.9) shows the total extra gain from the
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continue-to-wait decisions in any period, the consumer knows that if the inventory levels

drops below the optimal policy threshold level, then none of the expected future surpluses

is higher than the certain surplus in the current period.

In addition to increasing threshold propoerty in proposition 1, proposition 2 provides

insight to the retailer on the consumers’ purchasing times. Since each consumer has a

unique product valuation v, their purchasing times could be identified by their product

valuations. Proposition 2 provides the structural property that optimal stopping thresholds

are increasing in consumer’s product valuation v under necessary conditions as follows.

Proposition 2. q̄mn is increasing in n if one-step-look-ahead function in period n, Mn(q), is

higher than one-step-look-ahead function in period n + 1, Mn+1(q) for any state level, q for

n = 1, 2, . . . , T .

Proof. The proof uses an inspection argument. At period T , the benefit function BT (q)

is 0. Then the threshold at period T is defined as q̄T = q0. Since q0 is the initial inven-

tory level and the maximum possible value that q̄T can attain, q̄T is at maximum for any

consumer valuation v. At period T − 1, BT−1(q) is equal to MT−1(q), then BT−1(q̄T−1) =

δE{θ(qn+1(qT ))[v− pT ]} − [v− pT−1] and BT−1(q̄T−1) is decreasing in consumer valuation v.

Since MT−1(q̄T−1) = 0 by proposition 1 and MT−1(q) is increasing in q by lemma 2, then

q̄T−1(v) is also increasing in v until q̄T−1(v) reaches q0. Since q̄n is increasing in n, then

q̄n(v) also is increasing in n. Therefore, q̄n(v) is increasing in v until q̄n(v) reaches q0. This

completes the proof of proposition 2.

Proposition 2 says that a consumer with a high valuation for the product is on average

purchases the product earlier than a consumer with a low valuation. This property is consis-

tent with the result that there exists a valuation-based threshold, above which a consumer

should purchase immediately rather than waiting for a gain in his surplus in the future peri-

ods (Besanko and Winston, 1990). Then, there will be different purchase times for consumer
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with different valuations.

Next, the effects of the consumer valuation and the utility discount factor on the optimal

inventory-based threshold-type policy are provided through numerical experiments. In the

numerical analyses, the monotonicity condition that attains the optimality of the one-step-

look-ahead policy, Mn(q̄n) = 0, is carried to align our simulations with our experimental

analysis in Chapter 3.

2.2 Numerical Analysis

The numerical experiments provides insights about the optimal inventory-based threshold-

type policy for the consumer’s purchase timing decision problem in two distinct points.

The one-step-look-ahead function Mn(q) (equation 2.7) at inventory threshold q̄n could be

negative. For example, the positive expected benefit of waiting in period n could be cancelled

by negative additional benefit, in other words the loss of surplus, from the waiting decision in

period n− 1. The benefit function in period n, Bn(q) (equation 2.9) could be positive while

the one-step-look-ahead function Mn(q) (equation 2.7) is negative. Since the benefit function

carries the expected benefit of waiting in all future periods to the current period, its positive

sign can reflect a potential huge gain in a future period. In order to see the effects of sign

changes on the one-step-look-ahead function, several different discrete random variables for

demand uncertainty are used to test the threshold model under different parameter values

of the purchase timing model.

In our numerical experiments, we test several different realistic demand distributions

under different valuation levels, discount factors and pricing schemes, and total number

of periods. In these experiments, pricing schemes (decreasing monotonically from 10 to

0), the number of periods in the selling season (10), discount factor (at 0.9) and initial

inventory level (20 units) are kept same to control for different demand distributions while
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testing the optimal stopping decisions. We provide the numerical analysis results for three

interesting cases: In the first experiment, we used a uniform demand distribution with the

support from 0 to 10 consumer arrivals for a period with three different valuation levels

(v = 12, v = 14, v = 16) (Figure 2.1). In the second experiment, we tested a poisson

demand distribution with mean 2 (λ = 2) consumer arrivals for a period with three different

valuation levels (v = 12, v = 14, v = 16) (Figure 2.2). In the third experiment, we used a

binomial demand distribution with success rate equals 0.5 for three different valuation levels

(v = 12, v = 14, v = 16) (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.1. Effect of Product Value on the Threshold with Uniform Distribution

Figure 2.2. Effect of Product Value on the Threshold with Poisson Distribution
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Figure 2.3. Effect of Product Value on the Threshold with Binomial Distribution

The inventory-based threshold values matches with the sign switching points of the ben-

efit function and the threshold values are increasing when there are few periods remained

until the end of the selling horizon. The increasing threshold towards the end of selling

season is intuitive, since there is less chance for an improvement when the product valuation

is discounted in every period. For example, in all experiments with three different demand

distributions, we see the same stopping time, period 9, at which the consumer’s stopping

decision is optimal, even though the retailer’s inventory is still full. One of the interest-

ing observations is that the inventory-based threshold increases with increasing consumer’s

product valuation, v. As Besanko and Winston(1990) showed before, there exists a minimum

valuation that is optimal to stop waiting even at the first period and buy the product at

premium price. In the experiments, the pattern of stopping decisions also show that there

exist a minimum valuation threshold, above which the optimal decision is to stop waiting

and purchase the product. With this numerical analysis, the joint effect of the consumers

valuation and available inventory levels onto the optimal purchase timing decision is identi-

fied.

We also test for different discounting factors (δ = 0.9, δ = 0.85, δ = 0.80) while keeping

valuation, v = 12 constant for all three different demand distributions (Figure 2.4, 2.5, 2.6).

Even though, the behavior of the optimal stopping points are consistently increasing with
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decreasing discount factors, the intensity of the reactions are quite different for each demand

distribution.

Figure 2.4. Effect of Time Discounting on the Threshold with Uniform Distribution

Figure 2.5. Effect of Time Discounting on the Threshold with Poisson Distribution
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Figure 2.6. Effect of Time Discounting on the Threshold with Binomial Distribution
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CHAPTER 3

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF CONSUMERS’ PURCHASE TIMING

DECISIONS

This chapter is organized as follows. In §3.1, the model and the settings are explained in

detail. The structure of the underlying experimental study is discussed in §3.2. Next, the

theoretical benchmark and the hypotheses are explained in §3.3. The data analysis and the

results from the experiments are explained in §3.4. Last, we provide a behavioral model that

captures the underlying behavioral regularities in the consumer purchase timing process as

a behavioral choice model in §3.5.

3.1 The Model and Settings

We focus on a focal strategic consumer’s purchase timing decision in a sequential decision

set-up. Human subjects, participated in our online experiment, played the role of a con-

sumer who can buy the product at the current price with certainty, or wait to potentially

increase their surplus by purchasing at discounted prices later. In an online purchase setting

consumers go through the periods in a selling horizon to decide when to buy. Subjects can

choose when to buy the product if the product is still available. We model the consumers’

purchase timing decision in a simplest setting, where we can elicit individual decision making

characteristics. Contrary to the design in Mak et al. (2014) study, we isolate the individ-

ual preferences effecting the purchase timing decision from the strategic reactions to other

players. In our experiment, similar to the model in Chapter 2, a decision maker knows the

available inventory, the pricing scheme for all periods in a selling horizon, and the distribution

for the demand. By the demand, what we mean is the random arrival of other customers,

who will buy the product immediately. Subjects will experience on-average decreasing in-

ventory levels as well as decreasing availability probabilities in coming periods in a selling
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horizon. This natural decreasing probability set-up should allow us to elicit subjects risk

preferences directly based on the normative DEU theory.

We consider two treatments to test and verify the impact of behavioral biases, such as

regret aversion and probability weighting effects, described by Özer and Zheng (2016). The

two treatments are summarized as “only stock-out feedback” and “both stock-out and overpay

feedback”. The normative DEU theory states that given the risk and value, human decision

makers should calculate their expected surplus and choose the best possible alternative. On

the contrary, if behavioral biases affect the decision makers’ choices such as the regret theory

describes, human subjects in our experiments should deviate from what the normative theory

predicts. With our two treatments, we can observe both the impact of feelings, following the

regret theory, and the impact of experience dependency on to the decision makers’ choices.

In these two treatments, as its name suggest, after each game block we provided feedback

about the performance history from all previous game block that the subject already played.

In the stock-out only treatment (ST),1 subjects reminded about whether they were able to

gain surplus by buying the product, or could not gain anything because the product was sold

out before they buy it. In the both stock-out and overpay feedback treatment (FT),2 subjects

not only reminded about whether they could or could not buy the product, but also whether

they could have bought the product at a deeper discount. FT treatment was providing both

the early or late stop instances, where ST was only providing late stop instances.

In a sequential optimal stopping process, decision-makers should consider all future pos-

sibilities when making decision for their stopping time (Bertsekas 2005). We utilized the

Proposition 1 in §2.1.1 to isolate the cognitive limitations on solving dynamic problems.

We restrict the experiment parameters to sustain the optimality of myopic policy (similarly

one-step look ahead policy following the equation 2.7, as Mn(q).) As a future extension, our

1From now on we will refer to “Stock-Out Only Feedback” treatment as ST treatment.

2From now on we will refer to “Both Stock-Out and OverPay Feedback” treatment as FT treatment.
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experiment set-up can be used to analyze cognitive limitations after controlling for individual

preferences, by only changing the price parameters in our experiment.

In this set-up subjects only needs to consider the current and next periods’ surpluses to

make a wait or buy decision:

Decision =

 Wait, if Next Period’s Expected Surplus ≥ Current Period’s Surplus;

Buy, otherwise.

(3.1)

In addition to feedback information, we provide the availability probabilities in each

period derived from solving the underlying dynamic programming backwards to the subjects.

Cognitive limitations are blocked in this set-up to analyze the subjects’ responses on risk

within a sequential pattern. As a future research, one can capture impact of the cognitive

limitations with an additional treatment that is designed to provide only underlying demand

distribution rather than the availability probabilities directly as in Osadchiy and Bendoly

(2015)’s limited information treatment.

3.2 Experimental Design

In both treatments, participants are told that they can gain surplus by buying the product

in a market block. They are informed that there is a single retailer in the market, who sells

the product with a pre-determined discount pricing scheme over the time while supplies last.

We provide the availability probabilities in all periods to the human subjects, instead of the

underlying demand distribution, as we described in §3.1 previously. There are 5 time periods

in a market block, in which a participant potentially can choose to purchase. By design all

participants need to make buy or wait decision in the first period. Based on their first period

decision and availability of inventory they will go to second period and make another choice

of buy or wait. And for four periods they will repeat these choices, unless they bought the
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product earlier or the product is sold out. When a participant decides to buy or product

gets sold out, the game block ends.

In each period of a market block, there will be other random customers, generated by

computer according to the same demand distribution. If a participant choose to wait, after

each period there will be a random draw from the distribution as x ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

with probability 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.15, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05, 0.05. We provide the updated

availability probabilities for all remaining periods to participants, if they decided to wait until

that period. We drew 120 random values from the demand distribution before the experiment

and assign these values as random demand arrivals.

In each market block, a random initial inventory level is drawn between 4 and 9 as

well. The drawn 120 random demand arrivals in each period, and together with the initial

inventory level, the leftover inventories and the availability probabilities for all remaining

periods are calculated accordingly. Additional to inventory and demand arrivals, we draw

30 random values from a uniform distribution between 20 and 60 and add another digit from

another discreet uniform distribution from 0, 1, 5. Using this compound value distribution,

we can evaluate the impact of surplus increasing 60 times in some cases as well as allowing

participants to calculate expected surplus in an easy way.

The game in total contains 30 game blocks with different initial inventory and product

values. Participants are told the product values will be different in each block, but we don’t

tell them from which distribution the product values are drawn. We don’t want subjects to

make hedging decisions and develop a different strategy if they know the potential valuation

values. Each participant played the game in 30 different market blocks with different initial

inventory and product value. The discount pricing scheme was kept same for participants

to learn the game quickly.

The product values and random arrivals from 30 market blocks are kept same in ST and

FT treatments to make sure there are no treatment effects between these two treatments
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based on the order of the assigned values. Also, to avoid order effects from product valuations

and demand arrivals, we create 4 randomly ordered list and administer these 4 different

sessions independently and in parallel for each treatment.

As the main treatment effect, we provided a history page to participants after each market

block as a feedback. We showed them their buy or stock-out status in ST treatment, and

buy, overpay or stock-out status in FT treatment. In FT treatment in addition to the status

information, we provided participants the over-pay amount if their status was over-pay. In

other words, the price from the last period, when the product was still available. Subjects

were given the status and price information from all previous blocks in each feedback page.

In total, 89 subjects participated in our study: 43 with the ST treatment, 46 with the

FT treatment. Each person participated in a single treatment and a single session, hence

out study was a between subjects design. Subjects were from Amazon.com’s Mechanical

Turk (MTurk) platform. The sessions are posted on MTurk on different days of the week

between 1pm to 7pm to increase variety participants on MTurk pool. We had 39 female, 49

male, and 1 other gender participants in our sessions in total. We designed and conducted

all of our session through the online experimental software platform SoPHIE (2017). In

all sessions, upon choosing our Human Interaction Task (HIT) on MTurk, participants are

directed to SoPHIE. In all session, through SoPHIE, subjects were randomly assigned to

the one treatment, and were provided written and graphical instructions that describes the

rules, the payment structure and the length of the experiment (see the Appendix B for the

instructions and screen shots used in both treatments).

All participants make decisions on their chosen environment with an internet access and

received experimental currency units (ECUs) based on the surplus they earned in each 30

market blocks. For each participant, the total earnings across all 30 blocks are converted

to MTurk payment credit at the rate of 1150 ECUs = $1 US. The average earnings for

all treatments were $4.35 US dollars, including a $0.5 US dollar participation fee for each
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subject. Since subjects can take the HIT assignments at different times independently, the

total allowed experiment time for each subject was set to maximum 35 minutes. There was

one incident, where subject’s assignment was terminated early because of exhausting the

allotted time interval in the final page. The participant was paid separately for subject’s

efforts and the data is also included in our analysis. There were another two incidents, where

2 subjects by mistake involved in multiple sessions. Their second attempt was excluded from

the data set.

3.3 Theoretical Benchmark

We formulate our main research hypothesis based on the concepts we mentioned in the

literature review and the design of our experimental study.

Hypothesis 1. The average performance in all treatments will not be significantly different

from the performance with optimal stopping policy based on normative DEU theory

1. Direct (strong) Performance Hypothesis: The strategy subjects follow in their decision

is not different than the optimal policy.

2. Indirect (weak) Performance Hypothesis: The average surplus earned will not be signif-

icantly different from the corresponding surplus that can be earned with optimal stopping

policy.

With hypothesis 1.1 we can identify the deviation from the optimal policy in human

subjects’ decision making process. If subjects were to follow optimal policies, the deviation

should not be significantly high. A strong deviation will be a signal that subjects’ decision

making process is different than the normative DEU based optimal stopping model. More

importantly, hypothesis 1.2 tests the performance of subjects’ decision making process with

a measurement proxy. If human decision makers were to use a totally different mechanism to
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choose stopping points than the normative theory, would decision makers have suffered from

the lower earnings? Answering this question will help us to understand the cost of deviating

from the normative decision making policies.

Hypothesis 2. The average performance in ST treatment will not be significantly different

from the performance in FT treatment, if the decision strategies are based on individuals’

characteristic preferences

1. Direct (strong) Performance Hypothesis: The strategy subjects follow in their decision

for ST treatment so the deviation from optimal policy will not be significantly different

than optimal policy deviation rate in FT treatment.

2. Indirect (weak) Performance Hypothesis: The average surplus earned in ST treatment

will not be significantly different from average surplus earned in FT treatment.

Next, with hypothesis 2 we aim to test the impact of experienced feelings on to the

decision-making process. If the decision-making process only depends on individual char-

acteristics, so it should not change with different context. With hypothesis 2.1, we test

the impact of the additional experienced regret from over paying by participants onto their

decision-making process. More importantly, and to our interest in designing better policies

to help retailers, hypothesis 2.2 tests the performance of subjects’ decision making process

with a measurement proxy. If human decision makers were to use a totally different mech-

anism to choose stopping points when they get impacted by their emotional experiences,

would decision makers have suffered from the lower earnings as well? Getting answer for this

test will shed light onto the impact of negative feelings onto the outcome of our decisions.

Hypothesis 3. The rate of deviation from optimal policy is independent of probability levels.

Last, we aim to test the impact of probability on the human subjects decision making

process. In detail, we would like to test the probability weighting effects emphasized by Özer

and Zheng (2016).
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3.4 Experimental Results

Table 3.1 summarizes the experiment information. Average surplus in both treatments are

smaller, ($3.74 for FT treatment and $3.98 for ST treatment) than the average surplus that

could be gained by following the optimal stopping policy ($4.34). We calculated the ECUs to

US dollar conversion rate of 1150 by normalizing the maximum surplus to $5. Basically, in

FT and ST treatments, participant with their decision-making process captures the 74.8%

and 79.6% of the total possible earnings. If anyone were following the optimal stopping

policy, their efficiency would be 86.8%. It seems subjects are losing earnings by waiting on

average more periods than the optimal policy. As final introductory remark, we point would

like to point out that there are consistently around 43% to 44% females in each session,

indicating a balanced subject pool for gender studies as well. Next, we will formally address

the hypotheses of our interest from §3.3 in detail.

Table 3.1. Descriptive Analysis

Point of Interets FT Treatment ST Treatment Combined Optimal

Number of Participants 46 43 89
Female % 43.5% 44.2% 43.8%
Number of Observations 3384 3146 6530
Average Surplus $3.74 $3.98 $3.85 $4.34
Average Stopping Period 2.604 2.579 2.591 2.233*
Optimal % Deviation 29% 24% 27%
Notes: *When the stock-out periods are excluded, Optimal Average Stopping
periods are 2.17 , 2.16 and 2.165 for FT , ST and combined respectively.

A binomial test analysis shows that the results in table 3.2 in all treatments statistically

different that fully following the optimal policies as the success instances. This results allows

us to refute the Hypothesis 1.1 , that human decision makers are following optimal policies.

Also we tested the on-average deviation between treatments ST and FT. We found that

the deviation from the optimal policy is different through a two-sample test for equality of

proportions with a p-value less than 0.001.
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Table 3.2. Binomial Test with 95% Confidence Interval (CI)

Success Rate CI Lower Limit CI Upper Limit p-value

FT 69.1% 72.2% � 0.001
ST 74.6% 77.6% � 0.001
Combined 72.2% 73.3% � 0.001

We conducted a t-test for comparing two treatment samples assuming treatments have

unequal variances. We reject the null Hypothesis 1.2 with a p-value less than 0.001 for both

treatments. Both treatment average earnings seem to be different than the optimal policy

earnings. To understand the impact of errors in decision making process, we analyze the

deviations from optimal policy as errors in two different directions.

First, we show the deviations from optimal policy based on “Wait” deviations and “Buy”

deviations. In other words, when optimal policy indicates decision-maker should continue to

the next period based on the expected surplus comparison, subject deviates from continue

decision and buys the product in the current period by mistake. We call this deviation

as Wait Error. Similarly, when optimal policy indicates to stop and buy the product, but

decision-maker keeps waiting by mistake, we call this deviation as Buy Error. Table 3.3

summarizes these two errors3.

Table 3.3. Decision Classification

Optimal Decision
Wait (0) Buy (1)

Subjects’ Wait (0) Correct Wait (00) Buy Error (10)
Decision Buy (1) Wait Error (01) Correct Buy (11)

Since the random values generated for the experiment kept same in both treatments, if the

human subjects’ underlying decision making process is same, the average deviation from the

3In the rest of the chapter we will use the notation “00” and “11” for optimal wait and buy decisions
respectively as well as “01” for Wait-Error and “10” for Buy Error
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optimal policy and average earning will not be statistically different. To test the Hypothesis

2.1, we conducted a χ2-test on table 3.4 to identify the whether the deviation from optimal

policy is impacted by either being in ST or FT treatments. χ2-test revealed that the two

decision processes under two treatments are statistically different at 95% confidence level

with a p-value less than 0.001, so we can reject the null Hypothesis 2.1.

Table 3.4. Optimal vs Subjects’ Decisions Distribution

Decision Distribution
Treatment 01 11 00 10

FT 136 851 1541 856
(%) (4%) (25.1%) (45.5%) (25.3%)
ST 85 896 1500 665
(%) (2.7%) (28.5%) (47.7%) (21.1%)

This result indicates the impact of observing stock-outs and over-payments on to the

human subjects’ decision-making process. On table 3.4, we see that human subjects became

more risk averse in FT treatment (Wait Error is around 25.2%) compared to ST treat-

ment(Wait Error is around 21.1%) when the optimal decision is wait now and buy later. On

the contrary participant also became more risk seeking in FT treatment (Buy Error is around

4%) compared to ST treatment (Buy Error is around 2.7%) when the optimal decision is

buy now. The decision process got impacted in both risk averse and risk seeking directions

signals the implications of Loewenstein et al.’s (2004) study, that the feelings changes the risk

perception. In our case, the negative feelings from experiencing regret from over payment

and stock-out pushes the risk preferences to more extreme directions.

The decision processes in two different treatments can be compared also indirectly by

analyzing the surplus gains from FT and ST treatments. Since all the random values were

used in parallel for both treatments, we can compare the outcomes (the participant earnings)

directly as a measure to test the similarity of the human subjects’ decision making processes

between two treatments. A two-sample with different sample variances t-test is conducted
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on the average surplus gains from both treatments. The t-test yielded a p-value as 6%,

indicating whether the earnings in two treatments are marginally different, or potentially

yielding similar outcomes with a likelihood of 6%. The Hypothesis 2.2 can be still rejected

at 90% confidence level, but cannot be rejected at 95% confidence level.

The pricing scheme in our experiments follows a concave discrete function. In other

words, the surplus gain in each period smaller than the previous periods surplus gain. In

this scheme with potentially decreasing inventory, availability probability is the key factor

for the making a decision according to the normative theory. We analyze the impact of

availability probabilities on the subject’s buy or wait decision.

Table 3.5. FT Decision Distribution Over Probability

FT 0.15 0.30 .45 .60 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95

10 47 52 69 263 102 210 113 0 0
(%) (13%) (24%) (34%) (57%) (39%) (50%) (21%) (0%) (0%)
11 323 165 134 154 24 33 18 0 0

(%) (87%) (76%) (66%) (33%) (9%) (8%) (3%) (0%) (0%)
00 0 0 0 32 118 159 372 388 472

(%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (7%) (45%) (38%) (70%) (94%) (94%)
01 0 0 0 12 16 19 32 25 32

(%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (3%) (6%) (5%) (6%) (6%) (6%)

The table 3.5 shows the distribution of 11, 00 (optimal decisions) , 10 ( buy error) and 01

(wait error) decisions over the observed probability levels for FT treatment. To be clear, the

probability levels are the exact demand distribution, since the availability in next period is

only affected by the inventory on hand. Similarly table 3.6 shows the distribution of 11, 00,

10 and 01 decisions over the observed probability levels for ST treatment. We can see from

both tables subjects showed prominent risk seeking behavior in midranges, and slightly on

the low ranges of the probability scale. This observation can be explained in by probability

weighting (Stott 2006).
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Table 3.6. ST Decision Distribution Over Probability

ST 0.15 0.30 .45 .60 .75 .80 .85 .90 .95

10 22 25 42 192 85 190 109 0 0
(%) (7%) (13%) (22%) (46%) (34%) (46%) (21%) (0%) (0%)
11 290 175 147 180 37 49 18 0 0

(%) (93%) (88%) (78%) (43%) (15%) (12%) (4%) (0%) (0%)
00 0 0 0 22 113 152 374 375 464

(%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (5%) (46%) (37%) (73%) (97%) (98%)
01 0 0 0 21 13 20 11 11 9

(%) (0%) (0%) (0%) (5%) (5%) (5%) (2%) (3%) (2%)

We used the below logistic regression models to test the impact of probability weighting

in different situations. As the we seen in both tables 3.5 and 3.6, the subjects’ responses

are different for different probability scale. Thus we decoupled the wait error and buy error

situations and test the impact of probability weighting according to how subjects’ perceive

probability in these two situations separately with separate data sets. For Wait Errors, we

only look into the cases where subjects made deviation from the optimal policy when the

policy tells the subject to wait now and buy later. Similarly, for Buy Error, we only look

into the cases where subjects made deviations from the optimal policy when the policy tells

the subjects to buy immediately.

logit(WEi,p,b) = β0+β1 ·Treatment+β2 ·Probability+β3 ·Treatment·Probability+εi+ηi,p,b

logit(BEi,p,b) = β0+β1 ·Treatment+β2 ·Probability+β3 ·Treatment ·Probability+εi+ηi,p,b

The logistic regressions above are modeled to capture the impact of feelings on the prob-

ability perception as well as the individual impacts of feelings and probability perception on

to the error propensity. By this regression set-up, we also controlled for subjects’ individual

differences with random effects. We can see in table 3.7 that both Wait and Buy errors are

impacted by probability levels significantly. To be able to compare the errors we run the

regression analysis with limited probability range, .60 ≤ p ≤ .85, which is captured by both
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error types. In order to avoid discontinuity effects in regression we follow this partial range

analysis to identify the presence of probability weighting as well as the impact of feelings on

to the weighting function.

First, we can see from the regression on the table 3.7, different emotional levels impacts

the error making propensity with the Wait Errors but not with the Buy Errors. Also,

different probabilities cause error propensity to decrease for Wait Errors and to increase for

Buy Errors. Last, it seems there is a strong interaction between probabilities perception

and feelings for Wait Errors but not for Buy Errors, suggesting only risk aversion behavior

can be controlled by the available information to the consumers. This is a result aligned

with the study by Loewenstein et al. (2001), analyzing risk perception under feelings, hence

the provided information is about triggering regret feelings about the previous actions. This

result has implications for retailers. Providing information to induce negative feelings for

stock-out propensity can increase the risk averse preferences in consumers, dampening the

consumers’ strategic waiting behavior.

Table 3.7. Probability Impact on FT vs. ST Treatments

Logistic Regressions
Parameters Wait Error Buy Error

Constant 3.316* 5.278***
(β0) (1.492) (0.749)

Treatment (Base = FT) 7.014 ** 1.233
(β1) (2.160) (1.043)

Probability -8.033*** -9.564***
(β2) (1.882) (1.033)

Treatment ·Prob. -9.372*** -0.957
(β3) (2.767) (1.411)

Notes: p-value → 0 ∗∗∗ 0.001 ∗∗ 0.01 ∗ 0.05 . 0.1

Next, we conduct a regression analysis to identify the impact of probability perception on

to the error making propensity. We use both Wait and Buy Error pooled in this regression
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below to see, whether there is an interaction between probability weighting and error types.

We used the following optimal policy or not as the dependent variable, and the subjects’

decision as an independent covariate as well as the probability levels. As we can see on table

3.8, there is strong impact of probabilities in both treatments. When probabilities increases,

subjects’ propensity of making an error decreases. Also, we can observe that on average

the propensity of making errors are lower for Buy decisions than for Wait decisions, since

the Decision parameters are all positive (9.155, 5.832 and 12.790 for pooled, FT and ST

treatments respectively). Also we can see a strong interaction effect between probabilities

and decision type, indicating subjects’ error making propensity is first decreases for low

probabilities in the range of .60 ≤ p ≤ .85, then start increases for high probabilities.

Indicating probabilities are processed for different type of errors differently.

logit(OEi,p,b) = β0 + β1 ·Decision+ β2 · Probability + β3 ·Decision · Probability + εi + ηi,p,b

Table 3.8. Probability Impact on Wait Error vs. Buy Error

Logistic Regressions
Parameters Pooled FT Treatment ST Treatment

Constant -5.158*** -2.433*** -8.130***
(β0) (0.861) (1.236) (1.262)

Decision (Base = Wait) 9.155*** 5.832*** 12.790***
(β1) (0.953) (1.361) (1.393)

Probability 9.598*** 5.939*** 13.642***
(β2) (1.104) (1.560) (1.645)

Decision ·Prob. -16.702*** -12.516*** -21.338***
(β3) (1.261) (1.779) (1.865)
Notes: p-value → 0 ∗∗∗ 0.001 ∗∗ 0.01 ∗ 0.05 . 0.1

Next, section we drive behavioral models to explain the impacts of making random errors,

probability weighting, and experiencing negative feelings onto the decision making process.
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3.5 Behavioral Model

Equation 3.2 briefly summarize, the random choice model of a subject who is making a

wait or buy decision. γ parameter measures the noise in utility and the impact of making

random errors on the decision-making process. A small positive estimated γ value indicates

subjects are making decision more randomly than following the decision making process. A

very high positive estimate of γ value indicates subjects are making decision based on the

underlying utility model rather than random choices. In theory a γ value at infinity in a

random choice model tells us, subjects are following the underlying utility model directly

without any errors.

In equation 3.3, we describe the decision makers utility in detail. Each customer,

makes a choice between current periods surplus versus next period’s expected surplus.

Yet, the calculation of the expected surplus goes through a probability weighting func-

tion, π(Probability). In our analysis, we tested two probability weighting functions, namely

the power function form, π(Probability) = pθ and the exponential of a logarithm function,

π(Probability) = exp(−ω(−lnp)θ) derived by Prelec (1998) from literature for utilizing fewer

parameters and for a better theoretical fit respectively. With a power function form, all prob-

ability levels will be under valued with a θ value between 0 and 1, or will be over valued for

with a θ value greater than 1. Özer and Zheng adopted this function based on its mathe-

matical tractability, yet as our previous results show subjects weight different probabilities

differently. Supporting Stott (2006), we also find that subjects over value low probabilities

(Buy Error) while they under value high probabilities (Wait Error). Prelec’s (1998) model

utilizes two parameters. A θ parameter characterizes the curvature of an inverse S-shape

(over value low probabilities and under value high probabilities), in other words the intensity

of the probability weighting. An ω parameter characterizes the switch point between over

value and under value.
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Pr(Buy) = exp(γ·U(Buy))
exp(γ·U(Buy))+exp(γ·U(Wait))

= exp(γ[U(Buy)−U(Wait)])
exp(γ[U(Buy)−U(Wait)])+1

(3.2)

Also, we adopted from the regret theory the impact of anticipated negative feelings on to

the decision making process. In equation 3.3, we use the anticipated stock-out regret as the

potentially lost surplus by forfeiting current periods’ surplus weighted by the parameter β

and the anticipated overpay regret as the potentially lost surplus by paying extra weighted

by the parameter α. These two regret parameters are aligned with the Loser’s regret and

Winner’s regret concepts in the auction literature (Özbay and Özbay 2007, Engelbrecht-

Wiggans and Katok 2007). In other words, α ≤ β indicates a more risk seeking behavior,

where α ≥ β indicates a more risk averse behavior. We used only FT treatment data set,

to make sure that all participant experienced stock-out and over-pay instances during the

experiment, so there should not be any participants who cannot anticipate both stock-out

and over-pay possibilities in their choices following the regret model described by Özer and

Zheng (2016).

U(Buy)− U(Wait) = (Current Surplus)− π(Probability) · (NextPeriod′s Surplus)

+α · (Over Pay Regret)− β · (Stock Out Regret)
(3.3)

Based on our findings to the hypotheses in §3.4, we observed three prominent behavioral

regularities. On this direction we built several behavioral models to organize the observed

data in the order to capture the below regularities in our previous data analysis:

1. Noisy utilities observed from the analysis on Hypothesis 1.
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2. Effect of feelings onto the subjects’ decision making process observed during the anal-

ysis of Hypothesis 2

3. Impact of probabilities onto the subjects’ decision making process observed during the

analysis of Hypothesis 3

Table 3.9. Behavioral Models with MLE estimation

Paramater Models
NUM NUM+PW NUM+Pre NUM +AR NUM+AR+Pre

γ 0.0139 0.0431 0.0401 0.008 0.101
Dec. Error (0.0007) (0.0014) (0.0045) (0.0001) (0.001)

θ 0.2098 1.2314 2.6573
Curvature (0.0090) (0.0802) (0.3672)

ω 0.2079 2.7982
Switch Point (0.0100) (0.6328)

α -5.8482 -6.6198
Overpay (0.0001) (0.0001)

β 0.23 0.0872
Stock-out (0.0001) (0.0001)

-LL 2011.4 1464 1458.9 1407.6 1368.1
p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Model Consistent Inconsistent Consistent Singularity Singularity
Status Results Results Results Issues Issues

Table 3.9 summarizes the different models we tried to fit into our data from FT treatment

using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). First we fit the normative theory, in which

we fit the optimal stopping policy we derived in Chapter 2, and calculate the loglikelihood

value, when γ equals (infinity indicating no random errors), θ and ω equal 1 (indicating

linear probability weighting), and α and β equal to 0 (indicating no impact of feelings). We

find that DEU model does not provide a good fit to the data with negative loglikelihood

(-LL) of 41271.6.

In first model on the table 3.9, we try to fit the noisy utility model (NUM) to our

data to see the impact of making random errors. Since on-average 29% of the subjects’
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decisions deviate from the optimal policy, these deviations can be explained by noisy utility

model with a γ error making propensity parameter. The calculated loglikelihood with noisy

utilities represents an improvement in the goodness of fit to explain our data. We find that

the negative loglikelihood improved to 2011.4 from 41271.6 previously.

In the second model, we try to fit the data into a noisy utility model with a γ parameter

as well as probability weighting function with a θ parameter ((NUM + PW)). We tested the

fit of power probability weighting (PW) function following Özer and Zheng (2016). Power

function only requires a single curvature parameter θ, but either inflated or deflates all

probability levels in the same direction. The negative loglikelihood improves to 1464 from

2011.4. Even the likelihood ratio test (with p-value < 0.001) and parameter estimates are

significant (Wald test with p-value < 0.001), the estimated θ parameter (0.2098), the power

function form does not capture the low range probability deflation that we observed in our

data.

The third model is similar to the second model. In stead of power function, we used the

Prelec’s (1998) exponential logarithm function together with noisy utility model (NUM+Pre).

We estimated the probability weighting function parameters θ and ω parameters as well as

the noisy utility parameter γ with our data. As we mentioned before, θ captures the cur-

vature of the probability weighting function, while ω captures the shifting point between

deflating and inflating the probabilities. Even though the exponential logarithm function

is a slightly better fit than power function with the improved negative loglikelihood from

1464 (NUM+PW) to 1458.9 (NUM+Pre), the dominant inflation (ω equals 0.2079, which is

almost 0% switching point )of probabilities does not seem a good fit as well, yet theoreti-

cally consistent. Considering the parameter estimates are significant (Wald test with p-value

<0.001), NUM+Pre is a better model to continue for model fitting.

In the forth model, with the introduction of anticipated regret (AR) parameters α (over

paying regret) and β (stock out regret), the model fit to our data gets stronger with an
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improved negative loglikelihood from 1458.9 to 1407.6, yet we start observing singularities

in our parameter estimation. Even though the γ parameter estimate for noisy utility model

is still stable, the anticipated regret (AR) parameters α and β suffer from the singularity.

Even though α and β parameters are consistent with the observed behavior in the data,

the estimated levels keep changing for different initial values in the maximum likelihood

estimation. Considering regret terms are together the affine function of current period’s

surplus and next period’s surplus, the singularity in the hessian matrix is expected.

As our final model, we combine the probability weighting, noisy utility model and impacy

of feelings with anticipated regret together in the NUM + AR +Pre model. For this model,

the estimated γ parameter 0.101 is the highest among all previous models, indicating the fit of

the model is more on the probability weighting and anticipated regret parameters rather than

random errors in the decision making process. In this model, using Prelec’s (1998) probability

weighting function provides a better fit with observed probability weighting behavior in §3.4

as under weighting (Buy Error) below 60% and over weighting above 60%. Since, θ curvature

(2.6573) and ω switching position (2.7982) parameters have stable estimates and they are

consistent with the observed decisions in our data , we decided to keep Prelec’s probability

weighting function for the full model. Anticipated regret (AR) parameters also suffers from

the singularity issues in the complete model as well. Even though the estimated α and β

parameters for AR parts are consistent with the our data, the estimated values are prone to

change with initial values in the MLE process. With the NUM+AR+Pre model our data

explains the deviation from optimal policies, impact of probability weighting, and effect of

anticipated regret better with the improved negative loglikelihood value of 1368.1 compared

to all simple models on the table 3.9, yet the parameter estimates of anticipated regret could

change drastically with addition of different data points. As final remark, our final behavioral

model can be used for explanatory purposes, yet it needs refinement with a deeper analysis

on the data set to be used as predictive model.
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CHAPTER 4

MEASURING RISK PREFERENCES OVER TIME FOR CONSUMPTION

GOODS

In this chapter we study the risk preferences over time with primary rewards. This chapter

is organized as follows. In §4.1, the model and the settings are explained in detail. The

structure of the underlying experimental design is discussed in §4.2. Next, the theoretical

benchmark and the hypotheses are explained in §4.3. Last, we show our experimental analysis

and underlying factors in decision making over time with primary rewards in §4.4.

4.1 The Model and Settings

Cubitt and Read (2007) pointed out the importance of using consumption goods for pref-

erence elicitation tasks rather than using money as the reward mechanism. Based on the

induced value theorem by Smith (1976), the validity of the experimental studies are sustained

by pecuniary incentives. Considering the consumers’ purchase timing decisions are based on

the utility they get from the product as well as the money they pay for the products, risk

and time preference elicitation should be conducted with primary rewards also. In chapter

4 different from the chapter 2 and chapter 3, we study the underlying behavioral dynamics

with primary rewards instead of product value directly tied to monetary measures.

We deviate from analyzing the sequential decision making process in this chapter as well.

A single shot experimental design is used because of the physical limitations. It is crucial to

extend the design to multi-period setting as a future research study to capture the impact of

sequential decision making process in tandem with testing impact of feeling on the decision

making process.

As Cubitt and Read in their study brought up the usage of primary rewards, Sprenger

(2015) pointed the importance of addressing the issues of using primary rewards, such as
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satiation effect. When people consume several units of a product, each additional consumed

product’s utility may not be same compared to the previously consumed unit. In order to

address and control for issues as satiation effect, we design survey questions to control these

issues. We try to control for satiation effect, consumption motivation, and social norms in

our experiment.

In chapter 3, we focus on the instantaneous decision making process. When a subject

makes a decision, she learns about the consequence of her decision quickly. As we describe

in chapter 2, there is a temporal aspect of the decision making process also. Consumers

evaluates the utility from waiting and buying later compared to the utility of buying now

for gaining future surplus (§2.1). Since waiting for a potential future rewards is a temporal

risky choice, consumers’ decision processes contain not only their attitudes towards risk, but

also their attitudes towards the time.

In order to study the impact of time on the consumers’ decision making processes, we

conducted an experimental study in a stylized setting. We designed 4 treatments to elicit

the attitudes towards risk in two different time points. First, we measure risk preferences

for a primary reward, when the uncertainty resolves immediately. Second, we measure risk

preferences for the same primary reward, when the uncertainty resolves some time in the

future. In our study, the future resolution time was set to 2-days, which was the smallest

temporal distance naturally available based on the meeting times of classes within a week.

The visceral and emotional impacts of hedonic features of goods on to decision making

process are documented in literature from several different fields (see Chapter 1 §1.3.1).

As we mentioned earlier in §3.1, studying the impact of feelings on the decision making

process under uncertainty is essential to understand the consumers’ decision making process

in markdown applications. In order to capture how feelings affect the risk attitudes, we add

2 more treatments in our experimental setting. Following the marketing literature (O’Curry

and Strahilevitz 2001, Okada 2005) we use 2 consumption goods with different functional and
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affective features. In marketing literature, the products associated with joy, excitement, and

mental construct are considered as hedonic. On the contrary, the products associated with

fulfilling a functional need or goal are considered as utilitarian. Any given product will carry

features from both hedonic and utilitarian sides to some extent. One hedonic features heavy

product is chosen to study the impact of feelings, compared to another utilitarian features

heavy product.1 The risk attitudes are measured for these two product in four treatments

with two different time points risk resolution.

4.2 Experimental Design

Among the known risk preference elicitation methods, we chose to use Holt and Laury

(2000) risk elicitation method. Compared to Eckel and Grossman’s (2008) and Gneezy and

Potters’ (1997) risk averse construct, Holt and Laury’s method covers the whole probability

spectrum evenly. Also, unlike the Gneezy and Potters’, and Eckel and Grossman’s methods,

the probability of the risky gain is not fixed at 50% in Holt and Laury’s method. Since

we are interested in differentiating the risk preferences between primary rewards and the

value of the primary rewards in the subjects’ mind may not be comparable, by using Holt

and Laury we can elicit the switching probability points2 between sure gain and risky gain

rewards. Since there could be only one switching point for a rational decision maker, a

subject’s switching threshold is used as a proxy measure to the subject’s risk preference.

Using the list base choice elicitation tasks, subjects are provided with six choice questions

with different risk levels. Each choice question has one unit of certain reward as option-I

and two units of risky rewards as option-II. The risk level decreases by 10% from 50% to

100% from choice question no.1 to question no.6. As the experimental procedure, one of the

1In the rest of the chapter we refer to the hedonic features heavy product as the “hedonic good” and
similarly we refer to the utilitarian features heavy product as “utilitarian good” for a smooth reading.

2We will refer to this switching probability point as “Threshold” in the rest of the chapter.
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questions is chosen randomly and after the uncertainty resolution, subjects get the outcome

of the resolution.

The four treatments in this study organized with a two-by-two factorial experimental

design. We design the treatments to capture two important dimensions together. The

treatments aim to capture the subjects’ attitudes towards risk while making risky decisions

for hedonic and utilitarian consumption goods at different time points. Approximately, 25%

of the subjects randomly assigned to make decisions for hedonic goods with an immediate

risk resolution case. While around 25% of the subjects randomly assigned to make decision

for hedonic goods with an in-2-days risk resolution case. And similarly, we have 2 treatments

for utilitarian product as well. The four treatments in this study are named according to

the factorial design. In Utilitarian Now (UN) treatment, as its name suggest, subjects

make a choice between a risky utilitarian reward and a certain reward that they will get

immediately after the experiment according to the risk resolution. We also have Hedonic

Now (HN), Utilitarian Later (UL), and Hedonic Later (HL) as our treatments.

Following the literature (Alba and Williams 2013) we chose Kitkat bars as the hedonic

good and Kirkland laundry detergent pacs as the utilitarian good. All goods are procured

from certified sellers (Kitkat bars are procured from Tom Thumb Stores and detergent pacs

from CostCo. stores). Each item taken from its bundled package and placed into transparent

sterile ziplocks, before presented to the students. All the primary rewards look identical and

presented in a clean trasparent ziplock bag.

After the risk elicitation tasks, subjects’ asked to answer 3 unique survey questions. First

one, presents subjects’ a very common life encounters for consuming the underlying primary

reward. Subjects have been asked to state the number of goods they will consume in that

hypothetical instance. This question was designed to capture both the social preferences

and satiation limits. Ariely (2010) in his book mentioned about the structure of the demand

when a primary reward is provided for free. Ariely, Gneezy and Haruvy showed that when
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they provide a well-accepted chocolate truffle for free the number people asking for a truffle

increases following the law of demand, but each person only takes a few chocolate pieces.

On the contrary, when they charge for couple cents, the number of people willing to get

the chocolate decreased following the law of demand, but each person tends to buy a lot,

knowing the price is a steal for that chocolate. To control for the social preferences and

satiation effect we asked subjects’ to reveal how may units they willing to consume in the

encounter.

Second question captures the propensity to consume. We asked students to evaluate the

statement that they will eat (use) x Kitkar bar(s) (detergent pac(s)) (x was derived from their

answer to the first question) now (today) based on the treatment they are participating in.

By this question we capture the students’ consumption potential and visceral needs, and how

this effect their risk preference. Third question was trying to elicit whether subject likes or

would use the reward. This question was there to differentiate the consumption motivation

in tandem with the second question to isolate the liking of the good from propensity to

consumer in the given time frame.

In all four treatments, 218 subjects participated in our study: 55 in HL treatment, 63 in

HN treatment, 52 in UL treatment, and 48 in UN treatment. Each subject participated only

in one treatment. The study is conducted with a between-subjects design experiment. There

were 5 sessions in this study. The sessions are picked form OPRE 3333 classes taught at

Jindal School of Management at University of Texas at Dallas during Spring 2017 semester.

We picked classes with only multiple-day sections to control for 2-day delay in the risk

resolution. In each class, we administered the four treatments simultaneously to control the

session effect from the unobserved characteristics of classrooms and more importantly the

visceral needs at different time of the day. The time of sessions span from 9:35 a.m., 10:35

a.m., 12:25 p.m., 1:45 p.m., and 3:15 p.m. time spots. Covering after breakfast, before lunch

and after lunch time periods.
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In order to mitigate subjects’ outcome reliability concerns, display and message signals are

used. Before the experiments begin, we showed the participants the rewards in the classroom

and instructors told the students that the experimenter will come back to compensate the

remaining students for the“Later” treatments’ rewards in next class (in 2 days).

All treatment were conducted on the SoPHIE platform (2017). Participants were re-

cruited by the class instructors by offering extra class credits on a voluntary base. The

snapshots of the computer screens and instructions for treatments are provided in Appendix

C. Subjects made their decisions for the six choice questions and answered the 3 survey ques-

tions, and then received the treatment good as the reward based on the outcome of their

choices. Primary goods were the only incentive offered to the participants. Each session

lasted around 15 minutes.

4.3 Theoretical Benchmark

We formulate our main research hypothesis based on the concepts we mentioned in the

literature review and the design of our experimental study.

Hypothesis 4. The average risk preferences between hedonic and utilitarian goods will not

be significantly different.

With hypothesis 4, we can identify whether there is a difference in the subjects’ risk

attitudes towards hedonic and utilitarian good. Considering the impact of feelings on the

decision making process we observed in Chapter 3, we would expect the risk attitudes for

goods triggering feelings would be different. Following Hsee and Rottenstreich (2001), he-

donic goods should trigger feelings in subjects and make their decision less sensitive to mid-

range risk. Hsee and Rottenstreich conjectured that the insensitivity towards mid-range risk

from hedonic goods can be captured by an inverse-S shaped probability weighting function

with a strong curvature (Stott 2006). On the contrary, according to Hsee and Rottenstre-

ich, utilitarian goods do not trigger strong feelings, hence utilitarian goods should not cause
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decision makers to have strong curvature in their probability weighting function. Getting

answer from testing hypothesis 4 will shed light onto the impact of feelings on to the risk

preferences.

Hypothesis 5. The average risk preferences between different time points will not be signif-

icantly different. There should not be an effect of time on risk preferences.

With hypothesis 5, we aim to test the impact of time on to the subjects’ risk preferences.

If the risk perceptions only depends on individual characteristics, so it should not change with

different time intervals. We aim to test the results from Abdellaoui et al. (2011) study with

our primary goods experimental design. The authors showed that with monetary rewards

subjects’ become more risk tolerant for future rewards compared to instant rewards. We

replicate their experimental set-up using different time points with primary good rewards.

Testing hypothesis 5 sheds light onto the impact of time on to the risk preferences.

Hypothesis 6. The average risk preferences between genders will not be significantly differ-

ent.

With hypothesis 6, we aim to test the gender effect onto the risk preferences following

the survey by Eckel and Grossman (2008b). Based on the literature women are more risk

averse compared to men in monetary based choices. We test the risk preferences for women

and men separately to verify the previous findings in the literature for primary rewards.

4.4 Experimental Results

In this section, the analysis steps and the finding from the experiment are explained through

the developed hypotheses. Even though we assigned the product type and time of resolution

treatments randomly to the participant in each experiment session. We generate equal

number of participant spots for each treatment and distribute the participant codes in the
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classrooms one by one for each treatment. As we can see on table 4.1, the collected data

from all sessions seems to be distributed fairly even for each treatment. Female to male

ratios are high enough in both treatment level on table 4.1 and session level on table 4.2 to

test the gender effects in our experimental studies.

Table 4.1. Descriptive Results - Treatments

Treatments
Point of Interest HN UN HL UL

Number of Participants 63 48 55 52
Female Observation % 44.9% 42.1% 34.0% 59.5%

Inconsistent Observation % 9.5% 20.8% 14.5% 15.4%

Following Holt and Laury (2000) study, our list based risk elicitation method designed to

capture a single switching point from certain option to risky option for different risk levels.

Considering if a person chose a risky gamble with $100 certain option over a risky option

of $200 or $0 with 50%− 50% chances, then he would not chose the risky option when the

chance of getting $200 drops to 40%. Behaving consistent, each subject could switch at most

once. We observe 14.7% inconsistent choice responses in our observed data, which is similar

to the risk preference studies in Cubitt and Filipping (2016) with an average rate of 15%

inconsistent behavior. To avoid biased estimations, we exclude the inconsistent observations

from our further analysis.

We collect several demographic information from subjects at the end of the experiment.

Be cause of a experiment administration mistake in Session no.4, we could not collect the

demographics information, which is the reason for NA (not available) for the female ration

on table 4.2.

Rest of the paper we will use a proxy measure for risk preferences and call it “Threshold”.

The threshold for each subject stands for the switching point from the certain option of

getting a single product to the risky option of getting two units of the same product with a
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Table 4.2. Descriptive Results - Sessions

Sessions
Point of Interest S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

9:35 a.m. 10:35 a.m. 12:25 p.m. 1:45 p.m. 3:15 p.m.

Number of Participants 38 50 33 48 49
Female Observation % 36.8% 44.0% 50.0% NA 47.9%

Inconsistent Observation % 7.9% 12% 15.1% 20.8% 16.3%

given probability. Threshold is measured as the average probability level between the risk

level before switch and after the switch. For example, if a subject chooses the certain option

at 60% risk but switches to the risky option at 70% risk, then the threshold for this subject

will be (60+70)/2 = 65. A subject may always choose the risky option, and we will truncate

the threshold at 45, or a subject may always choose the certain option and we will truncate

the threshold at 105. Even though subjects should switch to the risky option at 0% risk level,

the non-switching behavior could be based on being against the risk idea at all, observed by

Eckel and Grossman (2008a).

The time and feelings effects on to the risk preferences briefly described in the table 4.3.

Except session no.3, hedonic products trigger less risk aversion among subjects based on

the average threshold values. Similarly, making a decision for a future rewards also lowers

the risk aversion level. We tested session no.3’s threshold levels against the other sessions

with a multivariable linear regression and found that it is significantly different with a 99%

confidence level from all the other sessions in our experimental data. Since session no.3 is a

session before a major meal, visceral needs in fact plays a role on subjects’ risk preferences.

Unfortunately, we have only 28 data points including all four treatments for this session at

12:25 p.m. time interval. In order to analyze the level of the visceral impacts, we need more

data points. Even though the presence of visceral needs can be observed in our experiment,

for a proper conclusion, future research is needed to collect more data between different time

intervals.
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Table 4.3. Threshold Breakdown (%) - Treatment vs. Sessions

Sessions
Treatments S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

(Product and Time) 9:35 a.m. 10:35 a.m. 12:25 p.m. 1:45 p.m. 3:15 p.m.

Hedonic Now 60.00 68.57 78.75 70.00 66.54
(HN) (10.690) (10.818) (19.226) (15.667) (14.632)

Utilitarian Now 62.50 71.25 73.00 78.33 76.23
(UN) (12.583) (23.261) (21.679) (15.055) (8.997)

Hedonic Later 63.89 56.11 75.00 60.56 60.45
(HL) (16.159) (10.541) (10.000) (12.360) (11.282)

Utilitarian Later 70.71 65.90 76.67 60.56 68.75
(UL) (19.024) (18.141) (9.832) (10.138) (22.638)

Number of Observations 34 44 28 38 41
Notes: Standard deviations in parenthesis

We also observed risk preference difference between genders based on the product type

and time resolution as seen on table 4.4. Both male and female subjects seem more tolerant

to risk while making decision over hedonic rewards, as well as while making decision for

future rewards. Even though the response directions are aligned between male and female

subjects, consistent with gender studies (Eckel and Grossman 2008b) , male subjects seems

more tolerant to risk compared to female subjects.

Table 4.4. Threshold Breakdown

Treatments
Thresholds (%) HN UN HL UL

Pooled 68.68 71.58 62.23 66.59
Average (14.470) (17.441) (14.401) (16.973)
Female 72.00 78.63 65.67 70.00
Average (14.095) (18.040) (15.337) (16.540)

Male 65.00 66.58 60.65 63.67
Average (13.840) (16.419) (14.717) (19.591)

Notes: Standard deviations in parenthesis

When we analyze our data with a simple linear regression separately for impact of feelings

and time resolution, we could not observe any effects. As we mentioned before, the subjects’
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certain product choice could be based on the satiation effect. If we control for the subjects’

desired consumption size, we found that their choices for certain good is correlated with

their consumption size. In order to control for the extreme satiation effect, we only consider

observations with consumption sizes greater or equal to 2 units of product.

Next, we analyzed the experiment data to test the hypotheses we built in section 4.3. The

hypotheses are tested by simple linear regressions shown on table 4.5. First, we analyzed the

impact of risk resolution time on to the risk preferences, by testing the measured threshold

difference between “Now” and “Later” treatments. We used a dummy variable to capture the

time resolution effect. Aligned with the literature (Önculer 2000, Abdellaoui et al. 2011),

an increase in risk tolerance is observed with a 5.946% increase in the average threshold

from “Later” to “Now” rewards. Based on the 95% confidence level, the null hypothesis

from hypothesis 4 in §4.3 is rejected with a t-test. While making intertemporal choices over

rewards, decision makers seem to incorporate implicit risk of not getting the rewards based

on some potential physical reasons unknown to the decision maker right now. As Baucels and

Heukamp (2012) showed that, the addition of implicit risk from unknown potential physical

limitations into the decision making process alters the certainty assumption of the certain

option. Since decision makers weights probabilities as we show in Chapter 3, the added

implicit risk, can pull the switching point lower yielding the observed risk tolerant behavior.

Second, we analyzed the impact of feelings on to the risk preferences, by testing the mea-

sured threshold difference between “Hedonic” reward and “Utilitarian” reward treatments.

We used a dummy variable to capture the product type effect. We observed an increase

in risk tolerance when subjects make decisions for hedonic products with a 5.059% increase

in the average threshold from “Hedonic” reward to “Utilitarian” reward. Even though we

can reject the null hypothesis 5 in §4.3with 95% confidence, the explanation for the direc-

tion of the observed risk tolerance is complicated. As consumer behavior studies (Dhar and

Wertenbroch 2000, Hsee and Rotterstreich 2001) showed with the increasing affect richness

in products, the risk perceptions become more risk averse.
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On the contrary, Wertenbroch (1998) in an earlier study showed that when the decision

makers have to choose between hedonic and utilitarian goods, they value the products based

on pleasure and function base features differently. High function base features are on average

chosen over the high pleasure base features. Wertenbroch explained that the subjects guilt

feeling originated from pursuing a good based on enjoyment rather than a functional need

can trigger subjects to forfeit the product in purchase encounters. In our experiment data,

other than session no.3, subjects attended the classes potentially after breakfast or lunch,

indicating lack of visceral needs and rendering the functional feature on the edible side for

our hedonic product, Kitkat bar weak. The anticipated guilt make trigger subjects to show

tolerance towards risk, by letting nature to make a decision on their behalves (Okada 2005).

Table 4.5. Hypotheses Regressions for Thresholds (%)

Regression Models
Parameter Time Product Gender T. + P. T.+ P.+ G.

Constant 63.082*** 63.941*** 67.826** 60.217*** 62.735***
Term (1.753) (1.634) (2.244) (2.102) (2.925)

Prod. Type 5.059* 5.977* 5.867*
(Base = H) (2.540) (2.470) (2.941)
Time Res. 5.946* 6.736* 5.550.

(Base = L) (2.540) (2.507) (2.897)
Gender -3.955 -4.084

(Base = Female) (2.962) (2.922)
R2 3.84% 2.70% 1.66% 7.54% 7.80%

Notes: p-value → 0 ∗∗∗ 0.001 ∗∗ 0.01 ∗ 0.05 . 0.1

Next, we tested the gender effects on the risk preferences through a simple linear regres-

sion as well. Even though descriptive analysis points out a potential gender effect based

on the average thresholds, our regression analysis did not indicate a strong gender effect on

the risk preferences. Based on our experimental design of measuring risk preferences by a

switching point proxy with 10% risk measure, the high variance could be the reason for the

inconclusive result for hypothesis 6 in §4.3 . As a future research, collecting more data will
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help on lowering the variance and can help us reaching a clear result. Since gender effect is

not the main point of our consumers’ decision making process, we will leave it as a possible

future study.

Our results for the impact of feelings are at a complicated state. Using primary rewards

instead of monetary rewards as Sprenger (2015) stated is necessary for eliciting true con-

sumption preferences but it is also very hard to control. The confounding effects of visceral

needs on to the utility as well as anticipated feelings from consuming hedonic goods requires

more diligent experimental design. One possible way is collecting visceral needs data from

subjects as well as measuring their satiation levels by conducting single subject sessions. An-

other possible explanation for the stronger risk averse attitudes for utilitarian goods is that

detergent pacs are sold at Cost Co. centers, whereas Kitkat bars could be purchased easily

at school’s cafeteria. Even though the per unit prices are same at $.14 for both products,

the opportunity cost of traveling and buying the detergent pacs from a Cost Co. center, may

lead subjects to be more risk averse for the detergent.

Last, we estimated a multi-variable linear regression with time resolution and product

type together as well as time resolution , product type and gender effects together. Even

though models’ parameter estimates are aligned with the single factor regressions, indicating

an unbiased fit, the low explanatory power from a low R-square (7.80%) signals more has

to be analyzed for predicting consumers’ decision making process over different time spots

with different type of products. Nonetheless our experimental study fulfills the research

questions we were analyzing in this chapter. We showed that the risk preferences for he-

donic and utilitarian goods are significantly different (at 99% confidence level), and human

decision makers become less risk averse for future rewards aligned with Abdellaoui et al.’s

(2011) study. Without the control for consumption size, none of the results are statistically

significant, indicating the importance of controlling satiation effect and social preferences in

primary rewards experiments.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

In Chapter 2, a basic sequential-decision making model is developed under the strategic

consumer purchase timing decision problem, where a consumer is a discounted expected

utility maximizers and times his purchase to achieve the highest surplus. Our preliminary

results shows that there exists a quantity-based threshold policy, in which a focal strategic

consumer chooses his purchase time according to the available inventory levels. This policy

can be used as a decision-aid tool for consumers in the fashion-type retailing industry where

the purchase timing model fits. When there are abundant sales and pricing information from

previous selling horizons for similar products, the sequential-decision making model can be

implemented as a decision aiding tool. The exogenous sales distribution in each period, can

be derived from the distribution of historical sales in each period. Living in the internet age

enables applications that can be used in gadgets including laptops, smartphones,...etc. during

our daily life. Our model can be implemented as a gadget application to guide consumers

for maximizing their surpluses when they need to make purchase timing decisions.

We contribute to the literature by addressing the consumer’s sequential risky decision

problem in the strategic consumer context. We believe that our preliminary results can

be extended to develop aggregate demand models by incorporating different consumers’

different stopping points based on their product valuation into the consumer’s belief about

the demand distribution in each period.

In Chapter 3, the sequential decision making model is implemented in human subject

experiment. Strategic consumers’ purchase timing decision process is simulated in the exper-

imental study. Participants playing the role of a customer asked to make decision carrying

aligned incentives (Smith 1976) with the real customers. Participants’ decision making pro-

cess is analyzed in three unique directions.
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First, the deviations from the optimal policy, derived in Chapter 2, is measured and ver-

ified. Second, the impact of experienced feelings onto the decision making process is verified

by our experimental design. Also, the impact of the feeling onto the decision making process

is evaluated indirectly by the subjects’ earnings. Our simulated consumers significantly earn

less than what they could earn by following the optimal stopping policy based on the DEU

theory. Also, subjects’ experiencing both stock-out and over-pay instances, earn significantly

less than the subjects’ who only experience stock out instances.

Third, the impact of probability onto making mistakes of not following optimal policy

is analyzed. Subjects’ apparently inflate the mid-range probabilities in their mind, and

becoming risk seeking. As Loewenstein et al. (2001) pointed out people at the heightened

feelings tend to deviate from cognitively calculating risks, in other words linear probability

perception. Our subjects’ in both stock-out and over-pay exposure treatment, observe more

negative feelings (including over pay feeling) compared to stock-out only treatment and got

impacted by their more intense emotional levels. Subjects in FT treatment were more risk

seeking than subjects in ST treatment and they experience more stock-outs in return.

We contributed to the literature by providing a fruitful sequential decision making process

analysis experiment. This methodology can be used to identify consumers’ strategic purchase

timing decision in risk elicitation domain. We tested the theory paper by Özer and Zheng

(2016) and verified the existence of probability weighting and anticipated regret in human

decision making process in the markdown purchase context.

In Chapter 4, we designed and conducted a school wide experiment to elicit risk prefer-

ences in different time points with different primary rewards. We found that the participants

in our study are more risk averse when making decisions on Utilitarian rewards compare to

Hedonic rewards. Aligned with the Abdellaoui et al (2011) participants also behave more

risk averse for immediate rewards compared to future rewards.

We contributed to the literature in two important ways. In our experimental study we

showed that risk preferences for different type of consumption product can be different.
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Impacted by feelings, such as visceral needs or mental constructs, human decision makers

may behave differently. In other words, the static assumed risk preferences can be context

dependent as De Martino et al. (2006) showed in their neuro-imaging study. Also, we

showed that importance of controlling the satiation effects as Sprenger (2015) emphasized

in his literature review. Without the satiation control, our experimental data does not have

any significant explanations.

As final remark, in this dissertation strategic consumers’ forward looking behavior is

analyzed analytically, and a stopping policy derived utilizing the normative DEU theory.

Next, the derived policy is used to test the reliability of the normative theory. We tested

the proposed behavioral regularities by Özer and Zheng (2016) and verify the existence of

the underlying behavioral regularities in our experiment data. We embedded the identified

behavioral regularities in a behavioral model. We recommend model refinement for using

the developed model prescriptive purposes.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 3

A.1 Screen Shots from Markdown Purchase Game

Figure A.1. Instructions Part 1 for Markdown Purchase Game
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Figure A.2. Instructions Part 2 for Markdown Purchase Game
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Figure A.3. Sample Period Decision Page for Markdown Purchase Game
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Figure A.4. Sample Block Feedback Page for Markdown Purchase Game
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Figure A.5. Sample Final Results Page for Markdown Purchase Game
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX FOR CHAPTER 4

B.1 Screen Shots from Decision Under Uncertainty Game

Figure B.1. Instructions Part 1 for Decision Under Uncertainty
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Figure B.2. Instructions Part 2 for Decision Under Uncertainty
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Figure B.3. Instructions Part 3 for Decision Under Uncertainty

Figure B.4. Sample Decision Page for Hedonic Now Product
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Figure B.5. Sample Decision Page for Utilitarian Later Product
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Figure B.6. Sample Survey Question No.1 for Hedonic Now Product
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Figure B.7. Sample Survey Question No.2 for Hedonic Now Product
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Figure B.8. Sample Survey Question No.3 for Hedonic Now Product
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Figure B.9. Sample Survey Question No.1 for Utilitarian Later Product
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Figure B.10. Sample Survey Question No.2 for Utilitarian Later Product
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Figure B.11. Sample Survey Question No.3 for Utilitarian Later Product
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Figure B.12. Sample Result Page for Hedonic Now Product
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Figure B.13. Sample Result Page for Utilitarian Later Product
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